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AIC   AkaikeInformationCriterion
ɴ   Parameterestimate(manuscriptI)ortransmissionrate(manuscriptII)
CAͲMRSA  CommunityͲacquiredmethicillinͲresistantStaphylococcusaureus
CC   Clonalcomplex
CHR   CentralHusbandryRegister
DADD   DefinedAnimalDailyDoses
DVFA   DanishVeterinaryandFoodAdministration
EFSA   EuropeanFoodSafetyAuthority
EU   EuropeanUnion
HAͲMRSA  HospitalͲorhealthcareͲassociatedmethicillinͲresistantStaphylococcusaureus
IS   Intermittentshedder
LAͲMRSA  LivestockͲassociatedmethicillinͲresistantStaphylococcusaureus
MLVA   MultipleͲLocusVariableͲNumberTandemRepeatsAnalysis
MRSA   MethicillinͲresistantStaphylococcusaureus
MSSA   MethicillinͲsensitiveStaphylococcusaureus
OR   Oddsratio
PS   Persistentshedder
QAC   Quaternaryammoniumcompound

















































































































































































































































sow remained LAͲMRSA negative until weaning, the piglet was at a lower risk of becoming LAͲMRSA
positivelaterinlifecomparedtoanintermittentlycolonisedpigletfromanLAͲMRSAnegativesow[35].It
hasthereforebeenspeculated,thatthismightbeanindicationofinherentvariationinsusceptibilitytoLAͲ
MRSA [35]. This hypothesis is supported by a study, where a SNP located in a nonͲcoding region was
associatedwithnasal S.aureus carriage inpigs and four chemokine geneswere identified as candidate
genesforS.aureuscarriage[36].Inaddition,whentestingnasalsamplesfrompigsfromsevendifferentpig













Inanotherstudy, itwasconcludedthatfarmmanagementcan influencethenasalmicrobiota inpigs,but
noassociationbetweennasalmicrobiotaandLAͲMRSAcarriagewasfound[40].
2.2.2.4Influenceofthepigenvironment
The environment surrounding pigs shedding LAͲMRSA will naturally also become contaminated by LAͲ
MRSA,and ithasthereforebeensuggestedthatthisalsoplaysarole inthespreadofLAͲMRSAbetween
pigs[41].
In a longitudinal study at fourBelgian farms,wherepigswere tested 10Ͳ11 timesbetween farrow and
finish,Verheggheetal.,2014[42] foundthatonthetwofarmscontaminatedwith low levelsonly,there
werenopersistentcarriers,and33%and17%of thesowswere intermittentcarriers.On the twohighly
contaminatedfarms,25%ofthesowsand47%oftheoffspringononefarmand92%ofthesowsand37%
of the piglets on another farm persistently tested LAͲMRSA positive, while the remaining pigs were
intermittent carriers.This indicates that theoverall contamination levelof the farmmight influence the
fractionofpigs identified aspersistent carriers, i.e., it isunknownwhether these results reflects “true”
persistentcarriageorjustreͲcontaminationofpigsatthehighlycontaminatedfarms.
ResultsofMultipleͲLocusVariablenumbertandemrepeatsAnalysis(MLVA)revealedthatduringtheirlife,
most pigswere colonizedwith LAͲMRSA belonging to several differentMLVA types [42].On the highly
contaminated farms,pigletsand sowswereoften colonizedby LAͲMRSAbelonging to the same cluster;





to thepossible influenceof theoverallcontamination levelof the farm, the riskofLAͲMRSA carriage in






























Stigmatization of MRSA carriers have been reported both in Denmark and other countries [51–54].
Reportedproblems include:erosionor terminationofpersonalorbusiness relationships;discrimination;
bullying; rejectionsof treatmentoraccess towaiting roomsathealth clinics;poormentalhealth; social
withdrawal;feelingsofguilt,shame,fearandisolation[51–54].






















































































































































































































































































































































































































for slaughter, followed by thoroughly cleaning and disinfection of the farm [75]. In the Danish pig
population,where LAͲMRSA isendemic,useof the same strategywouldgive rise to seriousethicaland
economic considerations. Preliminary results of a cost of eradication model, indicates that the cost of














































































































































 5. Part A: Epidemiology of LA-MRSA in the Danish pig population
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 5.1 Manuscript I 
Risk factors for the occurrence of  
livestock-associated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus  
(LA-MRSA) in Danish pig herds 
Anna Irene Vedel Sørensena*, Vibeke Frøkjær Jensena, Anette Boklunda, Tariq Halasaa, Hanne Christensenb 
and Nils Tofta. 
a: National Veterinary Institute, Technical University of Denmark, Kemitorvet 204, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, 
Denmark 







Livestock-associated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (LA-MRSA) is widespread in many 
European countries including Denmark, where 88% of randomly selected production herds tested positive 
in 2016. 
In the present study, we investigated herd-level risk factors for farms being classified as LA-MRSA positive 
(study 1), in addition to herd-level risk factors for farms changing status from LA-MRSA negative to LA-
MRSA positive during a 2-year period (study 2). Risk factors previously identified in other studies were 
confirmed in study 1: large herd size, herd type (lower risk in herds with sows) and number of pig suppliers. 
Due to the effect of herd type, data from sow herds (N=41) and herds without sows (N=166) were analysed 
separately. A univariable analysis found that the variables significantly associated with LA-MRSA status for 
sow herds were: use of wet feed in the sow units; higher weights of piglets at weaning; availability of a 
delivery room on the farm; cleaning of aisles after pigs were moved; number of pigs per weaner section; 
number of pigs purchased in the past year, and factors related to rodent control and human traffic in the 
herd. In herds without sows, the univariable analysis showed that the presence of other species of animal 
on the farm; negative pressure ventilation; full sectioning; frequent visits from the veterinarian; peroral use 
of tetracyclines for weaners; number of pigs purchased in the past year, and factors related to rodent 
control and human traffic in the herd were significantly associated with LA-MRSA status. For herds that 
changed from LA-MRSA negative to positive (study 2), having a company contract for mouse control, having 
more than one pig supplier and using group medication in the drinking water were the variables associated 
with LA-MRSA status in the univariable analysis.  
We did not succeed in building a biologically meaningful multivariable model based on any of the datasets 
and, as observed in similar studies, many of the risk factors identified in the univariable analysis were 
related to herd size. It was therefore not possible to determine whether it was the size of the herd or 
related factors that were the causal risk factors for being LA-MRSA positive. 
Keywords 
MRSA; herd size; herd type; questionnaire; pig suppliers; rodent control 
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 Introduction 
Since 2005, when it was first reported in the Netherlands and France (Armand-Lefevre, 2005; Voss et al., 
2005), livestock-associated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (LA-MRSA) has become widespread 
in the pig populations of many countries, including Denmark (Crombé et al., 2013). Its presence is 
undesirable as it constitutes an occupational health hazard for farm workers, veterinarians and their 
families, and presents a risk of further dissemination into society (Goerge et al., 2017). 
On LA-MRSA-positive pig farms, the bacteria have been isolated from animals, personnel, air, dust, feed 
and bedding material within the pens, as well as from air and soil samples taken up to 300 m downwind of 
the farms (Ferguson et al., 2016; Friese et al., 2012; Schulz et al., 2012). Known risk factors for the 
occurrence of LA-MRSA on pig farms include: large herds; buying weaners or finishers from more than two 
sources; age of the pigs (increased risk for weaners and nursery pigs); group treatment with antimicrobials; 
having partially or totally slatted floors; use of zinc for nursery pigs; disinfection; all-in/all-out production, 
and herd type (Alt et al., 2011; Broens et al., 2011a; Fromm et al., 2014; Slifierz et al., 2015; Tenhagen et al., 
2009; van Duijkeren et al., 2008). Farrow-to-finish farms have a lower risk of being LA-MRSA positive 
compared to weaner-to-finish or grower-to-finish farms (Alt et al., 2011; Fromm et al., 2014; Tenhagen et 
al., 2009), and in general, lower prevalence has been observed among organic farms compared to 
conventional farms within the same countries (DANMAP, 2017; van de Vijver et al., 2014). Trade has been 
identified as a risk factor for the introduction of LA-MRSA in herds (Broens et al., 2011b; Espinosa-Gongora 
et al., 2012), but there are also indications that introduction might have occurred through human contact 
(Grøntvedt et al., 2016).  
In 2007, LA-MRSA was retrospectively identified among isolates collected from two Danish pig farms in 
2005 (Bagcigil et al., 2007; Guardabassi et al., 2007) and it has since spread rapidly in the Danish pig 
population. In both 2010 and 2011, LA-MRSA was detected in 16% of the tested pig herds (DANMAP, 2012, 
2011), whereas in 2014, the prevalence had increased to 66% and 68% among nucleus/multiplier and 
production herds, respectively. In 2016, 88% of the randomly selected production herds tested positive 
(DANMAP, 2017). 
It is not currently known how LA-MRSA has spread so quickly. In order to initiate efficient interventions to 
limit the further spread of LA-MRSA in the pig population, it is essential to obtain more knowledge on 
determinants for its introduction and establishment within a herd.  
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The main objectives of the present study were to: 1) Investigate herd-level risk factors for farms being 
classified as LA-MRSA positive (study 1), and 2) Investigate herd-level risk factors for farms changing status 
from LA-MRSA negative to LA-MRSA positive during 2014-2016 (study 2). 
Materials and methods 
Screening of herds 
Study design 
During the period from August to December 2016, the Danish Veterinary and Food Administration (DVFA) 
tested 221 production herds for LA-MRSA as part of a national screening. These herds were sampled for 
various reasons: 58 and 53 herds that had tested positive and negative, respectively, in the 2014 screening 
were re-tested to determine how many had changed LA-MRSA status; 53 herds were randomly selected; 57 
herds were selected based on their geographical location in areas not represented in previous screenings. 
After a herd had been sampled, the owner or person responsible for the herd was invited to participate in a 
questionnaire-based telephone interview. Data collected during these interviews were supplemented with 
data extracted from three different national registers: 1) Data on the distance to the nearest pig and mink 
farms were extracted from the Danish Central Husbandry Register (CHR); 2) Data on pigs received on the 
farms were extracted from the pig movement database; 3) Data on antimicrobial consumption were 
extracted from the VetStat database. Study 1 included all tested herds that did not meet the exclusion 
criteria (see “exclusion criteria, categorisation and handling of missing observations” section for further 
details), and a subset, consisting of all herds that had tested negative in 2014, were used in study 2. 
Sampling 
The screening targeted conventional production herds with more than 50 finishers. Sampling staff were 
asked to sample the pigs that were closest to the stage of leaving the farm, i.e. usually finishers close to 
slaughter age. Young gilts were sampled in sow herds that had no weaners or finishers other than their own 
gilt production. At each farm, five pigs from each of five different pens (25 in total) were swabbed in both 
nares. The five nasal swabs obtained within the same pen were pooled in a tube containing 10 ml Muëller-
Hinton broth with 6.5% NaCl. Samples were stored between 1oC and 5oC until lab analysis. 
Lab analysis 
The analyses were carried out by the DVFA lab. Upon arrival at the lab, the tubes were incubated at 37oC 
for 18-24 h. The next day, 1 ml of the incubate was transferred to 9 ml tryptone soya broth (TSB) with 
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3.5 mg/l cefoxitin and 75 mg/l aztreonam, followed by incubation for 18-24 h at 37oC, after which ϭϬʅůŽf 
the TSB incubate was streaked on to Brilliance LA-MRSA agar (Oxoid) and incubated for 24 h at 37oC. 
Finally, two presumptive LA-MRSA colonies were subcultured on blood agar. Verification and typing was 
carried out by whole-genome sequencing (MiSeq, Illumina) and use of CGE pipelines. When an isolate was 
confirmed to be LA-MRSA, no subsequent isolates from the herd were sequenced since a herd was declared 
LA-MRSA positive when at least one sample tested positive. 
Questionnaire-based telephone interviews 
Interviews 
Before sampling, the herd owners received an information letter about the study together with information 
about the sampling. After sampling, the farmer was contacted by one of three different interviewers, who 
invited them to participate in the survey and schedule an interview. The interviews were conducted during 
the period August 30, 2016 – April 12, 2017. 
Questionnaire 
Each interview included up to 220 questions, depending on which age groups were present on the farm and 
the answers to the main questions in the questionnaires. The farmers were asked questions related to herd 
type and size, the surroundings of the farm and contact with other animals, design of the barns used for 
pigs of different age groups, management (including internal and external biosecurity), feed, ventilation, 
staff, visitors and health management. The questionnaire was strongly inspired by questionnaires used in 
other surveys among pig farmers (Dewulf, 2014; Sørensen et al., 2008), but specifically adjusted to LA-
MRSA. The full questionnaire is available from the corresponding author upon request. 
Register data 
Data from the Danish Central Husbandry Register (CHR) 
Geographical coordinates (UTM EUREF89, zone 32) for the location of all pig and mink herds in Denmark 
registered as active during the second half of 2016 were extracted from the Danish Central Husbandry 
register (CHR). Mink herds were included based on findings of LA-MRSA in healthy animals in 40% of 50 
tested farms (Hansen et al., 2017). The distance to the nearest neighbouring pig farm and the nearest 
larger pig farm (defined as being above the 75% percentile for total number of pigs/year) were calculated 
and included in the univariable analysis. In addition, the numbers of pig farms within a radius of 1 km, 3 km 
and 10 km were also calculated and included as explanatory variables. The same parameters were 
calculated in relation to mink farms. 
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Data for movement of pigs 
In the interviews, farmers were asked about which age groups of pigs (if any) they had purchased within 
the past year, and how many suppliers they had for each age group. A supplier was considered to be 
external if the pigs came from a farm with a different CHR registration number, regardless of whether this 
farm was owned by the same farmer. These data were supplemented with data from the Danish pig 
movement register, where the number of suppliers and number of pigs received were extracted for the 
1-year period prior to sampling, and the data collected during the interviews were used to validate the data
extracted from the register.
Data for antimicrobial consumption and use of zinc oxide (Vetstat) 
All prescriptions of antimicrobials for animals in Denmark (including prescriptions of therapeutic 
concentrations of zinc oxide as a feed additive) are registered in a central database called Vetstat (Jensen et 
al., 2004; Stege et al., 2003). For the purpose of the present study, information on age group (for pigs: sows 
incl. piglets, weaners or finishers), antimicrobial class, amount of medicine, and route of administration was 
extracted from this database. The extracted data covered a period of one year prior to the sampling date. 
Furthermore, zinc consumption in kg of active compound and the number of flasks of tetracycline topical 
spray prescribed within the same one-year period were extracted. All amounts of antimicrobial medicines 
for parenteral or oral use were converted into defined daily doses per 1 kg of animal (DADDkg) according to 
the doses published in the DANMAP program (www.danmap.org). The number of Defined Animal Daily 
Doses (DADD) per 100 animals per day was calculated using biomass estimates as described in Jensen et al., 
2014, and these were updated based on more recent production data (Helverskov, 2017). It was assumed 
that all antimicrobials used perorally for weaners were used for group medication.  
Data analysis 
Data management 
During telephone interviews, printouts of the questionnaires were filled in by the interviewer, including 
additional comments. These were later entered into a database created in Microsoft Access 2007-2010. 
The first part of the validation took place during data entry. The full dataset was subsequently validated 
through cross-tabulation of replies to different questions, and by assessing whether the answers appeared 
logically and biologically plausible. Answers that seemed very unlikely to be correct were changed to 
missing observations. Data on the herd size (recorded as the number of sows in the herd, number of 
weaners sold and number of finishers produced annually) were compared to data from the CHR. If these 
data differed markedly, the number of animals in the Fertilizer Account Register was used to judge which 
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entry was most likely to be correct, and the numbers were corrected accordingly. Where discrepancies in 
the number of suppliers were found between self-reported data and the registered movement data, the 
register data were considered most reliable. 
Exclusion criteria, categorisation and handling of missing observations 
Outdoor herds (free-range or housed in barns with outdoor access) and organic herds were excluded from 
the study, while antimicrobial-free herds remained in the study. Nucleus breeding and/or multiplier herds 
were also excluded. Continuous variables were either included directly in the analysis, or were categorised 
if few replies differed from zero or the distribution encouraged dichotomisation or an ordinal scale. A 
variable for total herd size was created by estimating the total number of pigs present on the farm per day, 
assuming that the number of pigs produced was evenly distributed throughout the year. In the analyses, a 
logarithmic transformation of total herd size was used to improve linearity. In the univariable analyses, 
missing observations were excluded, whereas this would have resulted in the loss of too many observations 
in the multivariable analysis, so missing observations were recoded as “Not relevant” or “No reply”, 
depending on the reason for the data not being available.  
Statistical analysis 
Data analysis was conducted in R version 3.2.2 – “Fire Safety” (R Core team, 2015). Data were analysed 
using logistic regression analysis with farm status (LA-MRSA negative/LA-MRSA positive) as the outcome 
variable. Odds ratios (OR) for testing LA-MRSA positive, including 95% confidence intervals, were 
calculated. Overall p-values for categorical variables with more than two levels were calculated using the 
likelihood ratio test (LRT) with an empty model as reference. Variables were included in the multivariable 
analysis when: 1) p<0.20 in the analysis with recoded missing values, 2) the proportion of observations with 
recoded missing values did not exceed 10%, 3) cross-tabulation of the variable with LA-MRSA status of the 
herd did not lead to any cells with zero observations. The analyses were conducted twice: once excluding 
all variables with zero observations in any cells, and once excluding observations to get rid of cells with zero 
observations, while allowing the variable to remain in the analysis. The latter was applied only in cases 
where it was possible to exclude cells with zero observations by deleting one observation only. 
Confounding was assessed based on biological knowledge of the factors that might influence each other, 
and by ŽďƐĞƌǀŝŶŐĐŚĂŶŐĞƐŝŶƚŚĞĐŽĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ;ɴͿĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐŝŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂůĐŽŶĨŽƵŶĚĞƌ͘/ĨɴĐŚĂŶŐĞĚ
by more than 20% when including the potential confounder, we deemed that confounding was present. 
Confounding was controlled for either by splitting the datasets according to levels of the confounder, or by 
forcing the confounder into the model. If the variable described something already partly or fully covered 
by another variable or co-linearity was suspected, only one of the variables were selected as a candidate 
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 for inclusion in the multivariable model. The multivariable model was built using manual forward selection, 
where the next variable to be included was selected based on p-values, and the Akaike Information 
Criterion (AIC) was calculated using the “add1” function in R. The number of potential variables to include 
was high compared to the number of observations. No multivariable analysis was done in study 2, because 
of the relatively small number of observations. 
Results and discussion 
Inclusion and exclusion 
Of the 221 tested herds, 166 were included in study A (75%). Of the 55 excluded herds, 44 herd owners 
refused to be interviewed or could not be reached during the interview period, and 11 herds were excluded 
for the following reasons: 1) being a nucleus/multiplier herd (three herds), 2) being organic/having outdoor 
production/veranda barns (four herds), 3) logistic constraints – the farms did not appear on sampling lists 
and were only discovered later (three herds), 4) production on the farm had ceased and no relevant 
personnel were available for interview (one herd). In study B, 40 of 53 herds were included (75%).   
Screening outcome 
The majority of the randomly selected herds (88%) tested LA-MRSA positive, yet the prevalence was 
somewhat lower for the area-specific samples (62% for Bornholm and 59% for Southeast Zealand; 
(DANMAP, 2017). Among the 166 herds included in study A, the overall prevalence of LA-MRSA-positive 
herds was 76%, and the prevalence in herds with and without sows was 59% and 82%, respectively.  
All herds that had tested positive in 2014 also tested positive in 2016. Among the herds that had tested 
negative in 2014, 62% had changed status to positive in 2016, corresponding to a yearly incidence risk of 
38% (DANMAP, 2017). There was a 63% prevalence of LA-MRSA-positive herds among the 40 that had 
tested negative in 2014 and were included in study B. 
Description of the participating herds 
The herds could be described as: farrow-to-finish herds (22 herds), sow herds (with no other weaners or 
finishers present on the farm than those related to gilt production) (7 herds), farrow-to-weaner herds (12 
herds), weaner herds (6 herds), weaner-to-finisher herds (20 herds), or finisher herds (99 herds). However, 
in the dataset, the variable “herd type” only refers to whether or not the herd was a sow herd. In the 41 
herds with sows, the numbers of sows ranged from 95 to 2,400 (median=588, mean=633), while the 
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 number of finishers produced annually in all 166 herds ranged from 0 to 45,000 (median=4,000, 
mean=5,649).  
Assessment of confounding 
Herd size was found to be related to several other factors, e.g. having a company contract for rat control 
;ȴɴΕϯϰйͿ͕ĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞƐĨƌŽŵĂďƌŽĂĚ;ȴɴΕϯϯйͿĂŶĚŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨƉĞŽƉůĞǁŽƌŬŝŶŐŝŶƚŚĞŚĞƌĚ;ȴɴΕϰϯйͿ͘
Therefore, we decided to force herd size (log10 (pigs present per day)) into the multivariable models. The 
presence of sows on the farm had a significant effect on the LA-MRSA status, but also affected other factors 
such as the number of employees. Additionally, a considerable number of questions in the interview were 
only relevant for herds with sows and piglets, and we therefore decided to split the original dataset into 
two and analyse data for sow herds (N=41) and herds without sows (N=125) separately. Other potential 
confounders that were tested included age of the premises and numbers of sows on the farm. 
Splitting the dataset used in study 1 into two subsets according to the presence of sows also meant that 
observations relating to weaners were split into two datasets. All univariable analyses on antimicrobial 
consumption and the use of zinc were therefore repeated on a dataset containing all herds with weaners. 
However, this did not yield any results of interest (results not presented).  
Study 1 - univariable analysis 
All herd types 
Explanatory variables with p<0.05 in the univariable analysis are presented in table 1, except age-group-
specific variables. These are instead presented and discussed in the sections on “sow herds” and “herds 
without sows”. All ORs are presented as the odds of the herd being LA-MRSA positive given that the factor 
indicated in the explanatory variable was present, relative to the odds of the herd being LA-MRSA positive 
when it was not present. For numeric variables, this is given as an increase of one unit. 
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Table 1. Study 1 - univariable analysis: Variables significantly associated with the LA-MRSA status of 166 pig herds 
Variable p-value OR  95% CI Yes/no
a Median [range] No. of 
obs. +MRSA -MRSA +MRSA -MRSA
log10 (pigs present per day) 0.0064 3.00b [1.37; 6.77] - -  3.33 [1.84; 4.02] 3.10 [1.76; 3.99] 166 
Sows at the farm 0.0035 0.32  [0.15; 0.69]  24/102 17/23 - - 166 
No. of sows (where present) 0.0060 1.28c  [1.10; 1.57] - - 685 [213; 2,400] 350 [95; 800] 41 
Finishers/year  0.0127 1.06d [1.02; 1.11] - - 5,000 [0; 45,000] 1,675 [0; 23,000] 166 
Farrow-to-finish farm 0.0152 0.32 [0.12; 0.81] 12/114 10/30 - - 166 
Mouse control - company contract 0.0031 3.14 [1.47; 6.75] 99/27 21/18 - - 165 
Rat control - company contract 0.0296 2.33 [1.08; 4.98] 97/29 23/16 - - 165 
Ventilation inlet - negative pressure 0.0094 3.30 [1.32; 8.15] 113/13 29/11 - - 166 
Employees from abroad 0.0385 2.22 [1.05; 4.83] 69/51 14/21 - - 155 
Closed herd 0.0001 0.11 [0.03; 0.32] 5/121 11/29 - - 166 
No. of suppliers in the previous year 0.0006 3.04 [1.71; 6.08] - - 1 [1; 11] 1 [1; 2]  163 
Pigs received in the previous year 0.0031 1.06d [1.03; 1.12] - - 5,399 [0; 56,720] 791 [0; 23,090] 163 
a: Yes or no indicates the number of herds of a given LA-MRSA status for which the statement in the variable column is true 
b: OR per log10 increase 
c: OR per 50 sows 
d: OR per 500 pigs
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 As in other studies, we observed an effect of herd type – with a lower risk of the farm testing positive if 
sows were present (Fromm et al., 2014; Tenhagen et al., 2009). Only those herds with sows and their own 
gilt production are able to avoid buying pigs from other herds, and in the present study, 37% of the sow 
herds had not purchased pigs from any other herd (including other herds with the same owner) for one 
year prior to sampling. The effect of being a closed herd (i.e. having no suppliers; OR=0.11), was significant 
when considering both the full dataset and sow herds only (OR=0.11). The number of pig suppliers has also 
been identified as a risk factor for LA-MRSA in another study (Tenhagen et al., 2009). In the present study, 
the vast majority of those purchasing pigs (regardless of whether or not the herd included sows) had only 
one supplier, and only 19.5% of the sow herds and 35.2% of the herds without sows had more than one 
supplier. The number of animals purchased also seemed to have some influence, but the present study did 
not investigate whether this was linked to the actual number of animals or just the frequency of 
movements. 
In addition to herd type and factors related to the purchase of pigs, the different variables related to herd 
size and rodent control consistently came out as significant in the univariable analysis of all three datasets 
in study 1: the full dataset (table 1), the sow dataset (table 2), and the dataset for herds without sows 
(table 3). Herd size has already been identified as a risk factor for herds testing LA-MRSA positive in several 
other studies (Alt et al., 2011; Broens et al., 2011a; European Food Safety Authority, 2010; Fromm et al., 
2014; Tenhagen et al., 2009). Increased risk of introduction of diseases introduced by carrier animals or 
airborne diseases has been associated with larger herds, and the number of external contacts (trucks and 
visitors) might increase with increasing herd size (Gardner et al., 2002). Furthermore, many management 
practices are associated with a larger herd size, some of which might theoretically increase the risk of a 
herd being LA-MRSA positive, e.g. higher antimicrobial consumption (Broens et al., 2011a), while others 
should theoretically reduce the risk of disease spread, e.g. sectioning and all-in/all-out production (Gardner 
et al., 2002).  
Questions related to rodents were included in the questionnaire, because LA-MRSA has been detected in 
rats and voles (Pletinckx et al., 2013; van de Giessen et al., 2009), and rats might be able to travel between 
farms. The presence of rodents and who was responsible for rodent control were significantly related to LA-
MRSA status in several of the analyses. However, it was not possible to explore whether LA-MRSA status is 
directly influenced by the presence of rodents, or whether rodents and rodent control is correlated to 
other underlying factors. For example, farmers who have specific pathogen free (SPF) production, and 
farmers producing finishers for the UK market are obliged to have rodent control in place, but a company 
contract is only specifically required for SPF herds with the highest security level (3 herds in the present 
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study) (SEGES, 2018, 2016). In contrast, farmers with a voluntary agreement with a rodent control company 
could have been motivated by relatively severe problems with rodents on their farm or in the area, 
compared to those without a signed agreement. Additionally, the difference between those relying on the 
municipality/region for rodent control and those who had a contract with a company was a bit surprising, 
since a number of municipalities have outsourced the responsibility for rodent control to some of the same 
private companies. 
Sow herds  
Explanatory variables that were significantly (p<0.05) associated with the LA-MRSA status of the sow herds 
in the study are listed in table 2. Variables that, after re-coding of missing observations, fulfilled the criteria 
for potential inclusion in a multivariable model for sow herds are listed in S1 table.  
In addition to factors related to the purchase of pigs, herd size, number of suppliers and rodent control, a 
significant association was found between LA-MRSA status and use of wet feed for the sows in the 
gestation (OR=12.50) and farrowing units (OR=10.11). In a previous study, LA-MRSA was isolated from feed 
(Friese et al., 2012), but samples were collected directly from the feeder and it was therefore suggested 
that the findings were a result of secondary contamination from dust, faeces or pigs, rather than primary 
contamination of the feed itself. The microflora in wet feed is usually dominated by lactic acid bacteria 
(Brooks et al., 2008), and it is not known whether LA-MRSA would be able to grow in this environment. 
Since establishing a wet feed system is a fairly large investment (SEGES, 2010), one could speculate that 
only larger herds might invest in wet-feed equipment, but this could not be confirmed statistically (p=0.09). 
However, the mean number of sows present on farms using wet feed tended to be higher than on farms 
using dry feed, though the difference was not significant (p=0.15). 
Higher weight of piglets at weaning was associated with lower risk of the farm being LA-MRSA positive 
(OR=0.37). Higher weight at weaning is generally assumed to be an indication of higher weaning age. A 
younger age at weaning has been associated with higher total antimicrobial consumption from birth to 
slaughter (Postma et al., 2016), but no significant effect of weaning age was found in the present study. 
Some farmers estimated the average weaning time from the number of days the sows were lactating. As 
this lactation period may also include the use of sows as nursery sows (foster dams), the lactating period 
may not be a reliable indicator for how long the piglets have been suckling. However, higher weight at 
weaning might also be associated with less intensive production, which again may be associated with other 
management practices that could influence the occurrence of LA-MRSA.   
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Table 2: Study 1 - univariable analysis: Variables significantly associated with the LA-MRSA status of the sow herds (N=41) 
Variable p-value OR  95% CI Yes/no
a Median [range] No. of 
obs.+MRSA -MRSA +MRSA -MRSA
log10 (pigs present per day) 0.0143 14.83b [2.04; 164.81] - - 3.60 [2.76; 3.99] 3.18 [2.42; 3.99] 41 
Weaners sold/year 0.0367 1.03c [1.01; 1.07] - - 22,000 [0; 80,000] 10,000 [0; 26,500] 41 
Weaners produced/year 0.0303 1.04c [1.01; 1.08 ] - - 22,000 [0; 80,000] 10,000 [115; 26,500] 41 
No. of sows 0.0180 1.17d [1.05; 1.37] - - 685 [213; 2,400] 350 [95; 800] 41 
Small occurrence of mice 0.0170 0.19 [0.04; 0.71] 7/17 11/5 - - 40 
Rat control - company contracte 0.0200 6.22 [1.44; 33.84] 21/3 9/8 - - 41 
Use of wet feed in the gestation unitf 0.0034 12.50 [2.71; 92.02] 15/9 2/15 - - 41 
Weight at weaning (kg) 0.0406 0.37 [0.11; 0.83] - - 7 [4; 10] 8 [6;9] 28 
Cleaning of aisles after movement 0.0456 6.00 [1.17; 45.83] 22/2 11/6 - - 41 
Washing of aisles after movementg 0.0030 9.17 [2.28; 44.40] 20/4 6/11 - - 41 
Delivery room 0.0171 6.67 [1.52; 36.95] 20/3 8/8 - - 39 
Typical no. of weaners/section 0.0446 1.08h [1.01; 1.18] - - 43 [15; 92] 27.5 [11; 52] 34 
More than three visitors/month 0.0416 4.67 [1.16; 24.20] 12/12 3/14 - - 41 
No. of people working in the herd 0.0030 2.55 [1.47; 5.16] - - 5 [2; 15] 3 [2; 6] 41 
Employees from abroad 0.0032 9.00 [2.25; 43.52] 18/6 4/12 - - 40 
Closed herd (in the past year) 0.0030 0.11 [0.02; 0.43] 4/20 11/6 -  -  41 
No. of suppliers in the past year 0.0356 2.73 [1.19; 7.95] - - 1 [0; 4] 0 [0;2] 41 
No. of pigs received 0.0132 13.6c [2.10; 140.19] - - 289 [0; 20,900] 0 [0; 472] 41 
a: Yes or no indicates the number of herds of a given LA-MRSA status for which the statement in the variable column is true 
b: OR per log10 increase 
c: OR per 500 pigs 
d: OR per 50 sows 
e: The same results were obtained for mouse control - company contract 
f: Use of wet feed in the farrowing unit gave similar results 
g: Versus other methods of cleaning or not cleaning (sub-question for 'cleaning of aisles') 
h: OR per 10 pigs
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Having a delivery room was associated with higher risk of being LA-MRSA positive. However, having a 
delivery room was also associated with a large herd size (OR=8.70). Furthermore, some of the farmers who 
did not have a delivery room had alternative procedures in place, such as a delivery paddock or a delivery 
truck for transporting pigs to the road, which might have a similar (or even stronger) protective effect. 
Unfortunately, we only have information on this for a limited number of the farms. 
Surprisingly, cleaning the aisles after moving pigs (OR=6.00) and, more specifically washing the aisles 
(OR=9.17), were associated with farms testing positive for LA-MRSA. A biological explanation could be that 
cleaning might disturb dust containing LA-MRSA, and washing might create aerosols.  
Several factors related to human traffic in the herd (number of visitors or employees, employees from 
abroad) were significantly related to the LA-MRSA status of the sow herds. More people entering the herd 
will increase the risk of human introduction, but this could also be a proxy for herd size. Having employees 
from abroad was included in the study due to previous reports about introduction by employees from 
abroad (Grøntvedt et al., 2016). However, given the high prevalence in Danish pig herds, this may be of less 
relevance and could also be an effect of herd size, since the relationship between having employees from 
abroad and herd size was close to the threshold for significance (p=0.0530; OR=7.38).  
Having bigger epidemiological units, measured by the typical number of weaners per section (OR = 1.08 
per 10 pigs), was also associated with herds testing positive. Other factors related to having many pigs 
together in one unit (i.e. air space stocking density, floor space stocking density and herd size) have 
previously been identified as risk factors for the spread of other swine diseases (Gardner et al., 2002). 
Herds without sows 
Explanatory variables where p<0.05 for the LA-MRSA status of herds without sows are listed in table 3. 
Variables that, after re-coding of missing observations, fulfilled the criteria for potential inclusion in the 
multivariable model for herds without sows are listed in S3 table. 
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Table 3: Study 1 - univariable analysis: Variables significantly associated with the LA-MRSA status of the herds without sows (N=125) 
Variable p-value OR  95% CI Yes/no
a Median [range] No. of 
obs. +MRSA -MRSA +MRSA -MRSA
log10 (pigs present per day) 0.0072  3.76b  [1.45; 10.24] - - 3.27 [1.84; 4.02] 2.97 [1.76; 3.58] 125 
Other animal species on the farm 0.0351 0.32 [0.11; 0.96] 13/88 7/15 -  -  123 
Mouse control - company contractc 0.0410 2.71 [1.03; 7.08] 78/24 10/12  -  - 124 
Rat control - municipality/regionc 0.0155 0.28 [0.10; 0.80] 14/88 8/14  -  - 124 
Full sectioning - finisher unit 0.0104 4.05 [1.36; 11.86] 79/12 13/8  -  - 112 
Ventilation inlet - negative pressure 0.0203 3.62 [1.18; 10.68] 91/11 16/7  -  - 125 
Days between ǀŝƐŝƚƐĨƌŽŵǀĞƚчϯϱ 0.0317 2.93 [1.08; 7.79] 82/18 14/9  -  - 123 
Three or more visitors/month 0.0325 0.28 [0.09; 0.94] 9/90 6/17 - - 122 
Only one person working in the herd 0.0169 0.32 [0.12; 0.82] 22/76 11/12  -  - 121 
No. of suppliers in the previous year 0.0365 2.75 [1.27; 8.73] - - 1 [1; 11] 1 [1; 2] 125 
No. of pigs received 0.0489 1.04d  [1.01; 1.10] - - 6901 [229; 56,720] 5041 [229; 2,390] 122 
Peroral use of tetracyclines (yes/no)e 0.0420 13.50 [1.35; 317.77] 18/4 1/3  -  - 26 
a: Yes or no indicates the number of herds of a given LA-MRSA status for which the statement in the variable column is true 
b: OR per log10 increase 
c: Many herds, but not all gave the same replies for mouse and rat control 
d: OR per 500 pigs received 
e: Set to NA for herds that had no weaners (also significant if these were set to zero), only four herds with weaners were negative
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A protective effect of having other animal species on the farm was observed in herds without sows 
(OR=0.32). Among the 20 farms (16%) with other animal species present, eleven had cattle, nine had 
horses, and one had sheep or goats. A similar protective effect of having other animals on the farm was 
obtained in a meta-analysis using pooled data from several LA-MRSA risk factor studies (Fromm et al., 
2014), in which this effect was also associated with floor type and having outdoor access. It was therefore 
suggested that these features could be characteristic of traditional family farms. None of the pigs in the 
present study had outdoor access, though the presence of other animals was also associated with herd size 
(OR=0.30, p=0.0175), supporting the theory that presence of other animal species might be indicative of 
less intensive farming/ hobby type herds. 
Having a ventilation system with negative pressure was associated with positive LA-MRSA status 
(OR=3.62), while natural ventilation was associated with lower risk of positive LA-MRSA status (OR=0.03). 
However, only six farms had natural ventilation, while the vast majority had negative pressure ventilation 
systems (107 farms), and a small number had other types of systems. It has been suggested that depending 
on the type of ventilation system and the construction of the barns, internal spread of LA-MRSA throughout 
the whole building via dust might be able to occur (Friese et al., 2012). However, the role of ventilation in 
the introduction and persistence of LA-MRSA within the herd still needs to be elucidated. Herds with 
curtain ventilation or barns with open sides were excluded from the study, but the exact type of ventilation 
in place on the remaining six farms with natural ventilation remains unknown. Furthermore, having natural 
ventilation was also associated with a smaller herd size (p=0.0016).  
In the analysis of data from herds without sows, having full sectioning in the finisher unit (OR=4.05) and 
frequent visits from the veterinarian (on average ч35 days between visits; OR=2.93) were both associated 
with testing LA-MRSA positive, but both factors were also related to a larger herd size (full sectioning: 
OR=8.35, p=0.0003͖чϯϱĚĂǇƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶǀŝƐŝƚƐ͗KZсϭϯ͘ϳϴ, p<0.001). The observed association between herd 
size and frequency of visits from a veterinarian was expected, since it is mandatory for all large1 Danish pig 
herds to have a health advisory agreement with a veterinarian – most often including at least nine 
mandatory visits per year (Ministry of Environment and Food of Denmark, 2016). One could also 
hypothesise that visits from the veterinarian might be a potential source of introduction, but our dataset 
showed no significant association with the veterinarian or clinic used, or how many other pig herds the 
veterinarian or clinic served (results not presented). However, due to the limited number of pig herds in the 
dataset relative to the number of pig veterinarians in Denmark, many veterinarians only featured once in 
the dataset. Visits from veterinarians are of course also just part of the human traffic in the herd in general 
1 >300 sows, gilts or boars, >3,000 finishers or >6,000 weaners 
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(see discussion in the “sow herds” section above). Herds with no sows and only one person working in the 
herd (OR=0.32) and with more than three visitors per month on average (OR=0.28) were negatively 
associated with LA-MRSA status. This latter effect was contrary to expectations, and opposite to that 
observed for the sow herds. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the use of zinc for nursery pigs and the use of group treatment with 
antibiotics have previously been identified as risk factors for being LA-MRSA positive (Fromm et al., 2014; 
Slifierz et al., 2015). In the present study, the peroral use of tetracyclines for weaners, which was assumed 
to be equivalent to group treatment, was associated with LA-MRSA status (OR=13.50). None of the other 
factors related to the use of zinc or antimicrobial consumption were found to be significant. The vast 
majority of herds with weaners used zinc (85%), and the amount used was not significantly associated with 
LA-MRSA status when scaled to the number of weaners produced annually. In the questionnaire, farmers 
were asked whether they routinely initiated group treatment, but there was no significant difference in 
relation to LA-MRSA status.  
Study 2 - univariable analysis 
The dataset in study 2 was not segregated based on the presence of sows due to the relatively small 
number of observations and only seven of the participating herds being sow herds. Only three explanatory 
variables were significantly associated with LA-MRSA status: the number of pig suppliers within the past 
year (OR=15.17 [2.46; 296.40], p=0.0143), use of group medication in water (vs. administration through 
feed; OR=12.00 [1.44; 261.37], p=0.0406), and having a company contract for mouse control (OR=6.00 
[1.51; 27.06], p=0.0136). The effect of herd size (log10 (pigs present per day)) was close to the threshold for 
significance (OR= 3.76; p=0.0594).  
Administration of group medication through water has previously been associated with increased 
antimicrobial consumption (Fertner et al., 2016). Fertner et al. speculated that this might be related to the 
potentially large number of animals served by each waterline, which makes it more difficult to treat smaller 
groups of pigs.   
General discussion 
In study 1, many of the explanatory variables that were associated with LA-MRSA status in the univariable 
analysis were also associated with herd size. Several of the factors associated with herds without sows 
being LA-MRSA negative (no full sectioning; long intervals between visits from the veterinarian; having 
other animal species on the farm; no contract with a rodent control company and having only one person 
working with the pigs) might also be associated with less intensive production, in addition to smaller herds 
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in general. Similarly, a higher weight at weaning; having no delivery room; a lower number of visitors and 
no employees from abroad were associated with sow herds being LA-MRSA negative, and these are also 
factors one could speculate might be linked to less intensive production. 
In our first attempt to build a multivariable model for the sow herds (exclusion of variables to avoid cells 
with zero observations in cross-tabulations), the LA-MRSA status was significantly related to herd size 
(log10(pigs present per day)), use of wet feed in the gestation unit and use of tetracyclines and colistin for 
sows and piglets. However, both tetracycline and colistin use in sows and piglets were strongly confounded 
with herd size and were also related to each other. Adding them to the model led to a 106% increase in the 
regression parameter for wet feed and a 112% increase in the regression parameter for herd size. In 
addition, only one of the negative herds used colistin, so the basis for estimation was also very limited. 
These two factors were therefore not included in the model. Adding the use of wet feed only caused a 4% 
change in the regression parameter for herd size, but these two parameters still seemed to modify each 
other, leading to a very large confidence interval for both ORs (S3 table).   
When excluding observations to avoid zero cells in cross-tabulation of variables, only herd size and cleaning 
of aisles after moving pigs remained in the model. However, these also strongly modified each other (S3 
table). For herds without sows, the LA-MRSA status of the farm was associated with the average number of 
visitors per month, having a company contract for rat control and the herd size, regardless of which model-
building approach was taken. However, these models do not seem to be biologically meaningful. In the 
present investigation, the number of observations was low relative to the number of factors investigated, 
so the possibility of some being significant just by chance cannot be excluded. 
In questionnaire surveys, there is always a risk of misunderstandings, recall bias or an inclination to give 
“politically correct” answers. To minimise the effect of this bias, several variables were cross-checked with 
register data where possible. For example, 21/41 sow farmers considered their herd to be closed, whereas 
according to data from the movement database, only 15 of those sow farms had no entries of pigs from 
other herds within the past year.  
Conclusions 
Sow herds tested LA-MRSA positive less frequently than herds without sows. Many of the factors 
significantly associated with LA-MRSA status in study 1 also seemed to be associated with herd size, and it 
was therefore not possible to determine whether herd size itself or the related factors were the “true” risk 
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factors for an LA-MRSA-positive status. Similar problems caused by associations with herd size have been 
observed in other studies (Broens et al., 2011a).  
We did not succeed in building any biologically meaningful multivariable models, though the results 
obtained in study 1 suggest that herds remaining LA-MRSA negative might be smaller herds with less 
intensive production. The dataset available for study 2 was small, and only three variables (the number of 
suppliers, use of group medication in water vs. administration through feed, and having a company 
contract for mouse control) were associated with LA-MRSA status in the univariable analysis. The reasons 
for some herds being able to maintain negative status are believed to be multifactorial, and this study was 
impeded by a relatively low number of observations and possibly by potential factors of relevance not 
being recorded.  
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 S1 Table: Study 1 - variables included in the multivariable analysis – sow herds 
Variable p-valuea OR 95% CI Non-missingsb 
Min.  
Groupc 
log10(pigs present per day) 0.0048 14.83b [2.04; 164.81] 41 numeric 
Small vs. larger occurrence of mice 0.0178 0.19 [0.05; 0.72] 40 6 
Rat control - company control 0.0238 5.93 [1.37; 32.30] 41 1 
Solid floor (100%/combination) - gest. unit 0.0497 0.24 [0.05; 0.95] 41 4 
Deep litter - gest. unit 0.1721 0.20 [0.01; 1.76] 38 1 
Wet feed vs. dry feed - gest. unit 0.0045 11.67 [2.51; 86.19] 41 16 
Straw bedding (deep/limited) - farr. unit 0.1940 0.23 [0.01; 1.59] 41 1 
Wet feed vs. dry feed - farr. unit 0.0100 10.11 [2.14; 75.27] 38 1 
Cleaning of aisles after moving pigsd 0.0456 6.00 [1.17; 45.83] 40 2 
Shower mandatory when leaving farm 0.0695 3.95 [0.97; 20.47] 41 3 
Delivery room present on CHR 0.0395 6.67e [1.52; 36.95] 39 1 
Negative pressure ventilation – inletd 0.1030 0.15 [0.01; 1.13] 40 1 
More than three visitors per month 0.0416 4.67 [1.16; 24.20] 41 3 
No. of personnel taking care of the pigs 0.0025 2.69 [1.53; 5.62] 41 numeric 
Employees working with pigs at other CHRs 0.1867 0.13 [0.00; 1.32 ] 41 1 
Employees from abroadd 0.0032 9.00 [2.25; 43.52] 40 4 
Fixed routine/work order (youngest first)d 0.1657 0.27 [0.03; 1.61] 40 2 
Closed herd 0.0030 0.11 [0.02; 0.43] 41 4 
No. of pigs received (per 100 pigs) 0.1710 1.27 [0.43; 6.63] 41 numeric 
Use of probiotics/ alternative medicine 0.1970 2.50 [0.65; 11.06] 41 4 
Used for sows (y/n) - Tetracycline 0.0507 0.19 [0.03; 0.87] 41 2 
Used for sows (y/n) - Simple penicillins 0.1890 2.92 [0.61; 16.35] 41 3 
Used for sows (y/n) - Colistin 0.0936 6.59 [1.01; 130.44] 41 1 
Used for sows (y/n) - Combined penicillins 0.1474 0.38 [0.10; 1.39] 41 6 
a: For categorical variables with more than two levels, the p-value originates from the LRT against an empty 
model. For the remainder, the p-value originates from a univariable logistic regression  
b: No. of observations that are neither "no reply" nor "not relevant". The min. number required to be 
considered for inclusion in the multivariable analysis was set to 37 (41 obs. minus 10%) 
c: Smallest number of obs. in a group when cross-tabulated with LA-MRSA status 
d: Only included in the second approach in the multivariable analysis, where single observations were 
deleted to eliminate cells in cross-tabulations with no observations 
e: OR presented for delivery room present vs. not present (OR for "No reply" vs. the other categories were 
not significant) 
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S2 Table: Study 1 - Variables included in the multivariable analysis – herds without sows 
Variable p-valuea OR 95% CI Non-missingsb Min. group
c 
log10 (pigs present per day) 0.0072 3.76d [1.45; 10.24] 125 numeric 
Area (North; South; East; SE; Bornholm) 0.1208 See footnotee 125 3 
Other animal species in CHR 0.1081 0.32 [0.11; 0.97] 125 1 
Dist. to nearest horses 0.0707 1.11 [1.01; 1.27] 114 numeric 
Rat control - region/municipality 0.0155 0.28 [0.10; 0.80] 124 8 
Typical no. of pigs per pen - finisher unit 0.1530 0.95 [0.88; 1.02] 116 numeric 
Negative pressure ventilation – inletf 0.0060 4.98 [1.55; 15.86] 122 7 
Mean no. of visitors per month 0.0318 0.73 [0.52; 0.95] 122 numeric 
ĂǇƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶǀŝƐŝƚƐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞǀĞƚчϯϱf 0.0317 2.93 [1.08; 7.79] 123 9 
More than one person taking care of the pigsf 0.0169 3.17 [1.22; 8.23] 121 11 
No. of suppliers in the previous year 0.0365 2.75 [1.27; 8.73] 122 numeric 
No. of pigs received 0.0489 1.04g [1.01; 1.10] 122 numeric 
No. of pig farms within 3 km 0.1046 0.91 [0.82; 1.02] 125 numeric 
Dist. to nearest pig farm in CHR (per 100 m) 0.1990 1.06h [0.97; 1.17] 125 numeric 
Linamid - yes/no, finishers 0.1270 2.11 [0.81; 5.66] 119 9 
Pleuromutilin - ADDs per 100 finishers 0.0923 0.72 [0.46; 1.05] 119 numeric 
a: For categorical variables with more than two levels, the p-value originates from the LRT against an empty 
model. For the remainder, the p-value originates from a univariable logistic regression 
b: No. of observations that are neither "no reply" nor "not relevant". The min. number required to be 
considered for inclusion in the multivariable analysis was set to 113 (125 obs. minus 10%) 
c: Smallest number of obs. in a group when cross-tabulated with LA-MRSA status 
d: OR per log10 increase 
e: Mainly driven by the difference between North and Bornholm: OR=0.24 [0.06; 0.97], p=0.0403. (No other 
contrasts resulted in p<0.05) 
f: Only included in the second approach in the multivariable analysis, where single observations were 
deleted to eliminate cells in cross-tabulations with no observations 
g: OR per 500 pigs 
h: OR per 100 m distance 
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S3 Table: Results of multivariable analysis in study 1 
Variable P-value OR [95% CI] 
Sow herds - model 1 AIC: 40.86 
Use of wet feed in the gestation unit 0.00893 12.6 [2.3; 11.7] 
Herd size (log10(pigs present per day)) 0.01585 81.8 [3.9; 640] 
Sow herds - model 2 AIC: 40.31 
No cleaning of aisles after moving pigs 0.02131 0.04 [0.00; 0.42] 
Herd size (log10(pigs present per day)) 0.00354 152.9 [8.10; 8,183.12] 
Herds without sows AIC: 101.36 
Average no. of visitors per month 0.00838 0.56 [0.34; 0.80] 
Rat control – municipality/region (y/n) 0.00688 0.19 [0.06; 0.64] 
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Abstract
Before an efficient control strategy for livestock-associated methicillin resistant Staphylo-
coccus aureus (LA-MRSA) in pigs can be decided upon, it is necessary to obtain a better
understanding of how LA-MRSA spreads and persists within a pig herd, once it is intro-
duced. We here present a mechanistic stochastic discrete-event simulation model for
spread of LA-MRSA within a farrow-to-finish sow herd to aid in this. The model was individ-
ual-based and included three different disease compartments: susceptible, intermittent or
persistent shedder of MRSA. The model was used for studying transmission dynamics and
within-farm prevalence after different introductions of LA-MRSA into a farm. The spread of
LA-MRSA throughout the farm mainly followed the movement of pigs. After spread of LA-
MRSA had reached equilibrium, the prevalence of LA-MRSA shedders was predicted to be
highest in the farrowing unit, independent of how LA-MRSA was introduced. LA-MRSA took
longer to spread to the whole herd if introduced in the finisher stable, rather than by gilts in
the mating stable. The more LA-MRSA positive animals introduced, the shorter time before
the prevalence in the herd stabilised. Introduction of a low number of intermittently shedding
pigs was predicted to frequently result in LA-MRSA fading out. The model is a potential deci-
sion support tool for assessments of short and long term consequences of proposed inter-
vention strategies or surveillance options for LA-MRSA within pig herds.
Introduction
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<> 5IF NBKPSJUZ PG -".34" TUSBJOT IBSCPS tetM BOE TPNFUJNFT BMTP tetK <>
XIJDI DBVTFT SFTJTUBODF UP UFUSBDZDMJOFT UIF NPTU VTFE BOUJNJDSPCJBM HSPVQ JO UIF %BOJTI QJH
QSPEVDUJPO <> 0UIFS SFTJTUBODF HFOFT BSF PGUFO QSFTFOU JO -".34" BT XFMM JO BEEJUJPO UP
UIF [JOD SFTJTUBODF EFUFSNJOBOU czrC <>
-JLF PUIFS S aureus -".34" JT BO PQQPSUVOJTUJD QBUIPHFO JO IVNBOT XIFSF JU DPMPOJ[FT
UIF BOUFSJPS OBSFT 0OMZ B NJOPSJUZ PG IVNBOT FYQPTFE UP -".34" CFDPNF DBSSJFST BOE PG
UIFTF NPTU XJMM CF BTZNQUPNBUJD DBSSJFST )PXFWFS JO UIPTF TVTDFQUJCMF -".34" JT DBQBCMF
PG DBVTJOH B MBSHF WBSJFUZ PG DPOEJUJPOT SBOHJOH GSPN NJME TLJO BOE TPGU UJTTVF JOGFDUJPOT UP
NPSF TFWFSF DPOEJUJPOT FH QOFVNPOJB NFOJOHJUJT BOE TFQUJDFNJB <>
5IF NBKPSJUZ PG IVNBOT JEFOUJGJFE BT -".34" DBSSJFST IBWF FJUIFS CFFO GBSN XPSLFST
WFUFSJOBSJBOT PS NFNCFST PG IPVTFIPMET JODMVEJOH GBSN XPSLFSTWFUFSJOBSJBOT 5IVT UIF
NBJO SPVUFT PG USBOTNJTTJPO BSF BTTVNFE UP CF EJSFDU BOJNBM DPOUBDU PS EJSFDU FYQPTVSF UP BJS
XJUIJO UIF CBSOT PS JOEJSFDU BOJNBM DPOUBDU UISPVHI DMPTF DPOUBDU XJUI JOEJWJEVBMT IBWJOH
EJSFDU BOJNBM DPOUBDU <>
*O SFDFOU ZFBST -".34" IBT SFDFJWFE DPOTJEFSBCMF BUUFOUJPO JO %FONBSL EVF UP BO
JODSFBTFE OVNCFS PG JOEJWJEVBMT CFJOH JEFOUJGJFE BT DBSSJFST PG UIJT QBUIPHFO BMCFJU UIJT QBSUMZ
DPVME CF FYQMBJOFE CZ B SFWJTJPO PG UIF OBUJPOBM TBNQMJOH HVJEFMJOFT DBVTJOH NPSF QFPQMF BU
IJHI SJTL PG CFJOH DBSSJFST UP CF UFTUFE *O  -".34" $$ BDDPVOUFE GPS  	

 PG BMM SFQPSUFE .34" JOGFDUJPOT JO %FONBSL <> /FWFSUIFMFTT DPNQBSFE UP PUIFS &VSP
QFBO DPVOUSJFT UIF PWFSBMM .34" QSFWBMFODF JO %FONBSL SFNBJOT MPX <> )PXFWFS XJUI
 NJMMJPO QJHT TMBVHIUFSFE PS FYQPSUFE JO  <> UIF OBUJPOBM QJH QPQVMBUJPO DPOTUJUVUF B
QPUFOUJBM -".34" SFTFSWPJS PG B DPOTJEFSBCMF TJ[F *O UIF MBTU TDSFFOJOH DPOEVDUFE CZ UIF
%BOJTI 7FUFSJOBSZ BOE 'PPE "ENJOJTUSBUJPO JO  -".34" XBT EFUFDUFE JO  PG SBO
EPNMZ TFMFDUFE QSPEVDUJPO IFSET <>
#FGPSF UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG B OBUJPOBM DPOUSPM TUSBUFHZ DBO CF EFDJEFE VQPO JU JT FTTFOUJBM
UP VOEFSTUBOE IPX -".34" TQSFBET BOE QFSTJTUT XJUIJO B QJH IFSE PODF JU JT JOUSPEVDFE
'PS UIBU QVSQPTF XF CVJMU B NFDIBOJTUJD .POUF $BSMP TJNVMBUJPO NPEFM GPS TQSFBE PG -"
.34" XJUIJO BO JOUFHSBUFE QJH IFSE 5IJT NPEFM DBO CF VTFE GPS TUVEZJOH UIF DPMPOJ[BUJPO
EZOBNJDT PG -".34" BOE GPS BTTFTTJOH UIF TIPSU BOE MPOH UFSN DPOTFRVFODFT PG QSPQPTFE
JOUFSWFOUJPOT BHBJOTU -".34" BU GBSN MFWFM JO UFSNT PG FGGJDJFODZ BOE DPTUFGGFDUJWFOFTT BOE
UIVT CF VTFE BT EFDJTJPO TVQQPSU CFGPSF UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG UIFTF *U DBO BMTP CF VTFE GPS
JOWFTUJHBUJOH IPX B DPTUFGGFDUJWF TVSWFJMMBODF TZTUFN GPS FBSMZ EFUFDUJPO PG -".34" PO B
GBSN BOE TVCTFRVFOU EFDPOUBNJOBUJPO DPVME CF EFTJHOFE 5P UIF CFTU PG PVS LOPXMFEHF UIJT JT
UIF GJSTU JOEJWJEVBMCBTFE TJNVMBUJPO NPEFM GPS TQSFBE PG -".34" XJUIJO B QJH IFSE UP CF
EFTDSJCFE
5IF PCKFDUJWF PG UIJT TUVEZ JT UP EFWFMPQ B NPEFM UP BJE B CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF
EZOBNJDT PG -".34" TQSFBE XJUIJO BO JOUFHSBUFE QJH GBSN GPMMPXJOH EJGGFSFOU SPVUFT PG
JOUSPEVDUJPO
Materials andmethods
" EZOBNJD NFDIBOJTUJD .POUF $BSMP TJNVMBUJPO NPEFM GPS UIF TQSFBE BOE QFSTJTUFODF PG
-".34" XJUIJO B QJH IFSE XBT CVJMU JO 3 WFSTJPO  'JSF 4BGFUZ <> 5IF NPEFM JT JOEJ
WJEVBMCBTFE BOE VTFT EJTDSFUF UJNFTUFQT TFU UP POF EBZ FBDI
Herd model
Herd type and size. 5IF IFSE NPEFM SFQSFTFOUT BO JOUFHSBUFE TPX IFSE XJUI BMM BHF HSPVQT
GSPN GBSSPXUPGJOJTI BU POF TJUF 8F BJNFE BU NPEFMMJOH B UZQJDBM %BOJTI NFEJVNTJ[FE QSP
EVDUJPO GBSN DPNQSJTJOH  TPXT BOE XJUI BO BOOVBM QSPEVDUJPO PG  TMBVHIUFS QJHT
Amodel for spread of LA-MRSAwithin a pig herd
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<> 4JODF UIF NBKPSJUZ PG %BOJTI JOUFHSBUFE IFSET QVSDIBTF HJMUT GSPN PUIFS IFSET <> XF
JODMVEFE QVSDIBTF PG UIFTF JO UIF NPEFM *U XBT BTTVNFE UIBU UIF IFSE SFMJFE TPMFMZ PO BSUJGJDJBM
JOTFNJOBUJPO BOE UIVT UIFSF XBT OP JOGMVY PG CPBST
Farm design. *O UIF NPEFM QJHT XFSF IPVTFE JO GJWF EJGGFSFOU VOJUT B TPX CBSO DPOUBJOJOH
UISFF VOJUT 
 B NBUJOH BOE DPOUSPM VOJU 
 B HFTUBUJPO VOJU 
 B GBSSPXJOH VOJU BOE UXP TFQB
SBUF CBSOT DPOUBJOJOH 
 B XFBOFS VOJU BOE 
 B GJOJTIFS VOJU SFTQFDUJWFMZ 	'JH 
 5IF XFBOFS
VOJU BOE UIF GJOJTIFS VOJU CPUI JODMVEFE B CVGGFS TFDUJPO XIFSF QJHT XFSF IPVTFE JG UIFZ XFSF
OPU SFBEZ UP CF NPWFE UP UIF GJOJTIFS VOJU PS UP CF TFOU GPS TMBVHIUFS UPHFUIFS XJUI UIF SFTU PG
UIFJS CBUDI 8JUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG UIF HFTUBUJPO VOJU FBDI TUBCMF VOJU XBT EJWJEFE JOUP TFWFSBM
EJGGFSFOU TFDUJPOT 	SPPNT
 XIFSF FBDI TFDUJPO IPVTFE B WBSZJOH OVNCFS PG QFOT EFQFOEJOH PO
UIF BHF HSPVQ 	5BCMF 
 1JHT XFSF NPWFE CFUXFFO UIF VOJUT BDDPSEJOH UP BHF 	5BCMF 
 (JMUT
BXBJUJOH GJSTU JOTFNJOBUJPO XFSF IPVTFE JO B TFQBSBUF TFDUJPO JO UIF NBUJOH VOJU XIFSFBT TPXT
BXBJUJOH SFUVSO UP PFTUSVT CFGPSF SFJOTFNJOBUJPO XFSF IPVTFE UPHFUIFS XJUI PUIFS TPXT JO UIF
NBUJOH VOJU BXBJUJOH TFSWJDF *O UIF GBSSPXJOH VOJU JU XBT BTTVNFE UIBU TPXT TFMFDUFE BT OVST
FSZ TPXT 	GPTUFS EBNT
 XFSF NPWFE UP UIF TFDUJPO XIFSF UIF QJHMFUT UP CF OVSTFE XFSF CPSO
Production cycle. 8F TJNVMBUFE B GBSN XJUI XFFLMZ CBUDI QSPEVDUJPO JO  TPX CBUDIFT
BOE BMMJOBMMPVU QSPEVDUJPO PO TFDUJPO MFWFM 0OF GVMM TPX QSPEVDUJPO DZDMF 	NBUJOH HFTUB
UJPO GBSSPXJOH BOE OVSTJOH
 XBT BTTVNFE UP UBLF  EBZT 	4 'JH
 "U TUBSU PG TJNVMBUJPO FBDI
TPX CBUDI DPOTJTUFE PG  TPXT PG EJGGFSFOU BHFT BOE QBSJUJFT XIJDI XFSF BU UIF TBNF TUBHF
JO UIF TPX DZDMF 	4 5BCMF

Re-insemination of sows. *U XBT BTTVNFE UIBU TPXT XFSF SFBEZ UP CF JOTFNJOBUFE GJWF
EBZT BGUFS XFBOJOH 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG JOTFNJOBUJPO GBJMVSF XBT  XIFSF TPXT UP CF SF
JOTFNJOBUFE XFSF TFMFDUFE UISPVHI B CJOPNJBM QSPDFTT <> 'PS TJNQMJGJDBUJPO JU XBT BTTVNFE
Fig 1. Flow between stable units in a simulated Danish integrated herd.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188429.g001
Table 1. Housing in different stable units in a hypothetical farrow-to-finish pig herd with 500 sows.
Mating unit Gestation unit Farrowing unit Weaner unit Finisher unit
Time spent in the unit Day 1–33 in each sow
cycle
Day 34–113 in each sow
cycle
Sows: Day 114–147 Day 29–77 Day
78-slaughteragePiglets: Day 1–28
Pigs in the unit Sows, gilts Gestating sows Sows + piglets Weaners Finishers
Sectioning in the unit Full None Full Full Full
System within the unit Individual housing of
sows
Loose-housing Individual housing with
piglets
Max. 30 pigs per
pen
Max. 15 pigs per
pen
Max. 5 gilts per pen One pen per batch
No. of sections 5 + 1 for gilts 1 5 8 + 1 buffer 14 + 1 buffer
No. of pens per section 40 (12 for gilts) 12 35 14 (3 in buffer) 24 (10 in buffer)
Snout contact btw. neighboring
pens
Yes Not relevant Yes Yes Yes
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188429.t001
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UIBU CPUI SFUVSO PG PFTUSVT BOE MBDL PG QSFHOBODZ XJUIPVU SFUVSO UP PFTUSVT XPVME CF EJTDPW
FSFE UISFF XFFLT BGUFS JOTFNJOBUJPO $POTFRVFOUMZ SFJOTFNJOBUJPO PG UIF NBKPSJUZ PG UIF
PQFO TPXT XPVME CF BUUFNQUFE XIJMF UIF SFNBJOJOH POFT XPVME CF TFMFDUFE GPS TUSBUFHJD DVMM
JOH CBTFE PO QBSJUZ 5IF QSPCBCJMJUJFT PG SFJOTFNJOBUJPO CFJOH BUUFNQUFE BSF HJWFO JO 4
5BCMF 3FJOTFNJOBUFE TPXT XPVME CF QFSNBOFOUMZ NPWFE UP UIF TPX CBUDI XIFSF UIF PUIFS
TPXT JO UIF CBUDI IBE CFFO JOTFNJOBUFE JO UIF TBNF XFFL BT UIFN
Use of nursery sows (foster dams). -JUUFS TJ[F 	MJWFCPSO QJHMFUT POMZ
 XBT ESBXO GSPN B
OPSNBM EJTUSJCVUJPO BOE SPVOEFE JOUP JOUFHFST 	4 5BCMF
 'PS MJUUFST DPOTJTUJOH PG NPSF UIBO
 QJHMFUT UIF TVSQMVT QJHMFUT XFSF GPTUFS CSFE CZ B OVSTFSZ TPX " UXPTUFQ OVSTFSZ TPX TZTUFN
XBT VTFE TVSQMVT QJHMFUT GSPN TFWFSBM TPXT XFSF HJWFO UP B TPX UIBU VOUJM UIFO IBE CFFO OVST
JOH IFS PXO EBZ PME QJHMFUT 5IF EBZ PME QJHMFUT GSPN UIJT TPX XFSF NPWFE UP B TFDPOE
TPX XIPTF PXO QJHMFUT XFSF SFBEZ UP CF XFBOFE "GUFS OVSTFSZ QJHMFUT IBE CFFO XFBOFE OVST
FSZ TPXT XPVME SFNBJO QBSU PG UIF TPX CBUDI UP XIJDI UIFZ XFSF NPWFE VQPO TFMFDUJPO BT
OVSTFSZ TPXT
Removal of sows. 'PVS EJGGFSFOU QSPDFTTFT GPS DVMMJOHEFBUIT PG TPXT XFSF JODPSQPSBUFE
JO UIF NPEFM 4USBUFHJD DVMMJOH UPPL QMBDF FJUIFS JNNFEJBUFMZ BGUFS XFBOJOH PS BGUFS JOTFNJOB
UJPO IBE GBJMFE UP SFTVMU JO QSFHOBODZ %FBUIT PS FNFSHFODZ DVMMJOH DPVME PDDVS BOZUJNF XJUI B
QSPCBCJMJUZ EFQFOEJOH PO QBSJUZ BOE DVSSFOU TUBHF JO UIF TPX DZDMF 	4 5BCMF
 *O BMM QSPDFTTFT
UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B TPX HFUUJOH SFNPWFE JODSFBTFE XJUI UIF OVNCFS PG QBSJUJFT "U UIF WFSZ MBU
FTU UIF TPXT XFSF DVMMFE BGUFS UIFJS FJHIUI MJUUFS IBE CFFO XFBOFE
Replacement of sows. (JMUT XFSF JODMVEFE JO UIF IFSE BU MFBTU TFWFO XFFLT QSJPS UP UIFJS
GJSTU JOTFNJOBUJPO XIJDI XBT BTTVNFE UP UBLF QMBDF XIFO UIFZ XFSF BU MFBTU  EBZT PME
XIJDI JT XJUIJO UIF BHF SBOHF HFOFSBMMZ SFDPNNFOEFE JO %FONBSL 	EBZT
 <> 5IF
TJ[F PG UIF HJMU TUPDL PO UIF GBSN XBT FWBMVBUFE PO B XFFLMZ CBTJT BOE OFX BOJNBMT XFSF BEEFE
XIFO OFFEFE 5ISFF EBZT QSJPS UP JOTFNJOBUJPO UIF TJ[F PG UIF TPX CBUDI SFBEZ GPS JOTFNJOB
UJPO XBT FWBMVBUFE BOE JG JU DPOTJTUFE PG MFTT UIBO  QJHT OFX HJMUT XFSF BEEFE UP SFBDI UIJT
OVNCFS JO PSEFS UP NBJOUBJO B DPOTUBOU TVQQMZ PG QJHMFUT
Weaning and placement into pens. 1JHMFUT XFSF XFBOFE BGUFS GPVS XFFLT 4JODF JU JT DPN
NPO QSBDUJTF PO NBOZ %BOJTI GBSNT UP TPSU UIF QJHT BDDPSEJOH UP TJ[F QJHMFUT GSPN EJGGFSFOU
MJUUFST XFSF SBOEPNMZ NJYFE EVSJOH NPWFNFOU UP UIF XFBOFS VOJU BOE BHBJO VQPO FOUFSJOH
UIF GJOJTIFS VOJU *U XBT BTTVNFE UIBU QJHT XFSF TFMFDUFE GPS TMBVHIUFS UXJDF B XFFL BOE UIBU
 PG UIF QJHT JO UIF CBUDI XPVME CF SFBEZ GPS TMBVHIUFS FBSMJFS PS MBUFS UIBO UIF SFTU PG UIF
CBUDI 	4 5BCMF
 *O UIF FWFOU PG B TUBCMF TFDUJPO SVOOJOH GVMM GPS TJNQMJDJUZ BOE JO PSEFS UP
FOTVSF TUBCJMJUZ PG UIF NPEFM JU XBT BTTVNFE UIBU UIF TVSQMVT QJHT XBT TPME PS TMBVHIUFSFE
Use of buffer sections in the weaner and finisher unit. *U XBT BTTVNFE UIBU GPS B DFSUBJO
QSPQPSUJPO PG UIF XFBOFST BOE GJOJTIFST UIF QJHT XPVME OPU CF CJH FOPVHI UP GPMMPX UIF SFTU PG
UIF CBUDI XIFO UIFZ XFSF NPWFE GSPN UIF XFBOFS UP UIF GJOJTIFS VOJU PS TFOU GPS TMBVHIUFS
5IFTF QJHT XFSF BTTVNFE UP CF NPWFE UP B CVGGFS TFDUJPO XJUIJO FJUIFS UIF XFBOFS PS GJOJTIFS
VOJU XIFSF UIFZ NJHIU CF NJYFE XJUI QJHT GSPN PUIFS CBUDIFT *O UIF XFBOJOH VOJU  PG
XFBOFST TDIFEVMFE UP MFBWF UIF VOJU XPVME SFNBJO JO UIF CVGGFS VOJU GPS BOPUIFS XFFL 5IFTF
QJHT XFSF TBNQMFE SBOEPNMZ BOE FBDI QJH DPVME CF SFQFBUFEMZ TFMFDUFE GPS BO BEEJUJPOBM POF
XFFL TUBZ JO UIF CVGGFS TUBCMF BHBJO JO VQ UP UISFF DPOTFDVUJWF TBNQMJOHT *O UIF GJOJTIFS VOJU
UIF SFNBJOJOH QJHT JO B TFDUJPO XPVME CF NPWFE UP UIF CVGGFS TUBCMF JG UIF OVNCFS PG BOJNBMT
MFGU XJUIJO B TFDUJPO EFDSFBTFE UP CFMPX B DFSUBJO UISFTIPME 	DBMJCSBUFE UP  BOJNBMT
 BOE UIF
BOJNBMT XFSF BU MFBTU  EBZT PME
Removal of piglets, weaners and finishers. 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG EFBUI PS SFNPWBM PG QJHMFUT
XBT BHFEFQFOEFOU XJUI B IJHIFS QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFNPWBM EVSJOH UIF GJSTU EBZT PG UIFJS MJWFT 	4
5BCMF
 'PS XFBOFST BOE GJOJTIFST XF BTTVNFE B DPOTUBOU EBJMZ QSPCBCJMJUZ PG EFBUI PS SFNPWBM
	4 5BCMF

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Epidemic model
Definitions. *O UIF QSFTFOU NPEFM XF EJE OPU UBLF JOUP DPOTJEFSBUJPO XIFUIFS UIF QJHT
BSF USVMZ DPMPOJ[FE CZ -".34" PS POMZ DPOUBNJOBUFE *OTUFBE XF VTFE UIF UFSNT JOUFSNJUUFOU
TIFEEFS 	*4
 BOE QFSTJTUFOU TIFEEFS 	14
 UP EFGJOF B QJH XIJDI FJUIFS UFNQPSBSJMZ PS QFSNB
OFOUMZ IBSCPVST -".34" JO UIF OBTBM DBWJUZ JO MFWFMT EFUFDUBCMF CZ UIF NFUIPE VTFE CZ
#SPFOT FU BM  <> BOE JT BCMF UP TQSFBE -".34" UP BOPUIFS QJH 'PS TJNQMJGJDBUJPO JU
XBT BTTVNFE UIBU BMM QJHT IBSCPVSJOH -".34" JO UIF OBTBM DBWJUZ XFSF FRVBMMZ MJLFMZ UP
TQSFBE JU UP PUIFS QJHT *U XBT BMTP BTTVNFE UIBU |SFDPWFSZh JNQMJFT UIBU UIF BOJNBM JT OP MPOHFS
TIFEEJOH -".34" CVU UIBU OP JNNVOJUZ UPXBSET SFBDRVJTJUJPO XBT BDRVJSFE "MM QBSBNF
UFST IBWF CFFO CBTFE PO EBUB GPS -".34" $$ XIFO BWBJMBCMF JO UIF MJUFSBUVSF 8IFSF OP
QVCMJTIFE EBUB GPS $$ XFSF BWBJMBCMF QBSBNFUFST IBWF CFFO CBTFE PO -".34" CFMPOHJOH
UP PUIFS DMPOBM DPNQMFYFT PS HFOFSBM FTUJNBUFT GPS S aureus *O UIF SFTU PG UIJT UFYU .34" XJMM
SFGFS UP -".34" VOMFTT TUBUFE PUIFSXJTF
Structure. 5IF JOGFDUJPO NPEFM XBT TUSVDUVSFE BT BO 4*4 DPNQBSUNFOUBM NPEFM XJUI POF
TVTDFQUJCMF TUBHF BOE UXP TFQBSBUF JOGFDUJPVT TUBHFT GPS *4 BOE 14 	'JH 
 BOE POF PWFSBMM USBOT
NJTTJPO SBUF 	Č
 GPS HPJOH UP POF PG UIF JOGFDUJPVT TUBHFT 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QJHT CFDPNJOH 14
XBT BTTVNFE UP EFQFOE PO UIF JOGFDUJPVT QSFTTVSF JO UIFJS FOWJSPONFOU BT XFMM BT IPTUSFMBUFE
GBDUPST " QSPQPSUJPO 	NFBO 
 PG SBOEPNMZ TFMFDUFE QJHT 	FRVBM UP NBYJNVN R PO 'JH 

XBT BTTJHOFE UIF QPUFOUJBM UP CFDPNF 14 	BTTVNQUJPO CBTFE PO <>
 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG UIFTF
QJHT BDUVBMMZ CFDPNJOH 14 BGUFS FYQPTVSF 	R
 XBT EFQFOEFOU PO UIF QSFWBMFODF PG QJHT TIFEEJOH
.34" JO UIF TFDUJPO XIFSF UIFZ XFSF IPVTFE 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ XF JOUSPEVDFE B QSFWBMFODF
UISFTIPME 	NPTU MJLFMZ WBMVF 
 XIFSF UIF UISFTIPME MFWFM XBT FTUJNBUFE GSPN <> 5XP EJG
GFSFOU QSPCBCJMJUJFT XFSF BQQMJFE GPS CFMPX 	NPTU MJLFMZ WBMVF 
 PS BCPWF UIF UISFTIPME
	NPTU MJLFMZ WBMVF 
 	4 5BCMF
 #PUI QSPCBCJMJUJFT BOE UIF QSFWBMFODF UISFTIPME XFSF
ESBXO GSPN QFSU EJTUSJCVUJPOT 5IF QSPQPSUJPO PG QJHT XJUI UIF QPUFOUJBM UP CFDPNF QFSTJTUFOU
TIFEEFST XBT TBNQMFE GSPN B OPSNBM EJTUSJCVUJPO 	4 5BCMF
 *U XBT BTTVNFE UIBU QJHT TUPQQFE
TIFEEJOH BGUFS B HJWFO OVNCFS PG EBZT 	%*4 PS %14
 BOE XFOU CBDL UP CFJOH TVTDFQUJCMF )PX
FWFS GPS UIF WBTU NBKPSJUZ PG UIF 14 UIJT EPFT OPU IBQQFO
Transmission parameters. 5IF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT GPS .34" VTFE JO UIF NPEFM XFSF
CBTFE PO UIF SFTVMUT PG B USBOTNJTTJPO TUVEZ DPOEVDUFE PO GPVS %VUDI GBSNT XIFSF QJHT XFSF
GPMMPXFE GSPN GBSSPX UP GJOJTI <> 	4 5BCMF
 *O UIJT TUVEZ UIF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT XFSF EFUFS
NJOFE TFQBSBUFMZ GPS QSFXFBOJOH BOE QPTUXFBOJOH QJHT *O PVS NPEFM UIF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT
FTUJNBUFE JO UIF %VUDI TUVEZ <> GPS QPTUXFBOJOH QJHT XFSF VTFE CPUI GPS XFBOFST BOE GJO
JTIFST BT XFMM BT GPS USBOTNJTTJPO CFUXFFO HJMUT BOE TPXT JO UIF NBUJOH VOJU PS HFTUBUJPO VOJU
Fig 2. Infection model for MRSA. S = Susceptible, IS = Intermittent shedder, PS = Persistent shedder, ȕ =
Overall transmission rate, q = fraction of shedders becoming persistent shedders, DIS = Duration of shedding
for intermittent shedders, DPS = Duration of shedding for persistent shedders, DPS !!DIS.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188429.g002
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XIFSFBT UIF QSFXFBOJOH SBUFT XFSF VTFE GPS USBOTNJTTJPO CFUXFFO QSFXFBOJOH QJHT BOE GPS
USBOTNJTTJPO GSPN TPX UP PGGTQSJOH BGUFS EBZ 
%VF UP UIF VODFSUBJOUZ SFMBUFE UP UIF USBOTNJTTJPO QBSBNFUFST XF EFDJEFE UP TJNVMBUF BMM
TDFOBSJPT UISFF UJNFT VTJOH POF PG UISFF EJGGFSFOU TFUT PG USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT FBDI UJNF 	4
5BCMF
 JO BO BUUFNQU UP NPEFM CPUI XPSTU BOE CFTU DBTF TDFOBSJPT GPS FWFSZ TJUVBUJPO QMVT B TDF
OBSJP JO CFUXFFO 4JODF UIF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT BNPOH QSF BOE QPTUXFBOJOH QJHT XFSF BMTP
EFUFSNJOFE CPUI XJUI BOE XJUIPVU VTF PG SJTL BOUJNJDSPCJBMT JO UIF %VUDI TUVEZ <> UIF IJHI
FTU BOE UIF MPXFTU TFU PG SBUFT VTFE JO PVS NPEFM XFSF CBTFE PO UIFJS SFTVMUT 6TF PG SJTL BOUJNJ
DSPCJBMT XBT EFGJOFE PO QFO MFWFM BT BU MFBTU POF QJH XJUIJO UIF QFO SFDFJWJOH UFUSBDZDMJOFT PS Č
MBDUBN BOUJCJPUJDT XJUIJO B UJNF JOUFSWBM CFUXFFO TBNQMJOHT <> 5IF TFU PG NFEJVN SBUFT XFSF
DSFBUFE CBTFE PO UIF BWFSBHF WBMVFT PG UIF UXP PUIFS TFUT UP SFQSFTFOU B GBSN XJUI B NPEFSBUF
VTF PG BOUJCJPUJDT SFMBUJWF UP UIF UXP PUIFS MFWFMT 	4 5BCMF
 5IF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT VTFE GPS
UIF JOEJWJEVBM JUFSBUJPOT XFSF TBNQMFE GSPN QFSU EJTUSJCVUJPOT
5SBOTNJTTJPO PG .34" GSPN TPXT UP OFXCPSO QJHMFUT PO UIF EBZ PG GBSSPXJOH XBT NPE
FMMFE BT B TJNQMF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG UIF PGGTQSJOH CFJOH .34" QPTJUJWF HJWFO JU IBE CFFO CPSO CZ BO
.34" QPTJUJWF EBN XIFSF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ XBT TBNQMFE GSPN B QFSU EJTUSJCVUJPO XJUI B QSPCB
CJMJUZ JOUFSWBM CBTFE PO UIF SFTVMUT PG B TUVEZ PG UIF FGGFDU PG TPX TUBUVT PO QJHMFU DPMPOJTBUJPO
BHF <> 	4 5BCMF
 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QJHMFUT CPSO CZ BO .34"OFHBUJWF TPX CFDPNJOH
.34" TIFEEFST EVSJOH UIFJS GJSTU EBZ PG MJGF DIBOHFE EFQFOEJOH PO UIF QSFTFODF PS BCTFODF PG
.34" TIFEEFST XJUIJO UIF TFDUJPO *G OP TIFEEFST XFSF QSFTFOU UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ XBT TFU UP
[FSP 0UIFSXJTF B QSPCBCJMJUZ ESBXO GSPN B QFSU EJTUSJCVUJPO 	CBTFE PO <>
 XBT VTFE 	4
5BCMF
 "GUFS UIF GJSTU EBZ JO UIF QJHMFUTh MJGF UIF QSFXFBOJOH USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT FTUJNBUFE CZ
<> XFSF VTFE CPUI GPS TQSFBE PG .34" CFUXFFO QJHMFUT CFJOH OVSTFE CZ UIF TBNF TPX BOE GPS
TQSFBE CFUXFFO UIF TPX BOE JUT QJHMFUT
'PVS EJGGFSFOU USBOTNJTTJPO SPVUFT GPS TQSFBE PG .34" CFUXFFO QJHT XFSF NPEFMMFE 

5SBOTNJTTJPO XJUIJO UIF TBNF QFO 
 5SBOTNJTTJPO CFUXFFO QFOT XJUIJO UIF TBNF TFDUJPO 

5SBOTNJTTJPO CFUXFFO TFDUJPOT 
 5SBOTNJTTJPO CFUXFFO TUBCMFT 5IF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT GPS
XJUIJO QFO BOE CFUXFFO QFO USBOTNJTTJPO XFSF CBTFE PO EBUB GSPN <> 	4 5BCMF DBMDVMBUJPOT
EFTDSJCFE JO 4 "QQFOEJY
 /P EBUB GPS USBOTNJTTJPO CFUXFFO TFDUJPOT PS TUBCMFT XFSF BWBJM
BCMF BOE UIFTF SBUFT XJMM OBUVSBMMZ EFQFOE PO MPDBM DPOEJUJPOT FH UIF EFTJHO PG UIF TUBCMFT
WFOUJMBUJPO TZTUFN BOE CJPTFDVSJUZ NFBTVSFT JO QMBDF *O PVS NPEFM UIF TQSFBE CFUXFFO TFD
UJPOT BOE TUBCMF VOJUT XFSF BTTVNFE UP CF B GSBDUJPO PG UIF CFUXFFOQFO USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF VTFE
JO UIF TDFOBSJP JO RVFTUJPO *U XBT BTTVNFE UIBU NPSF IBOEMJOH PG BOJNBMT XPVME UBLF QMBDF JO
UIF GBSSPXJOH BOE NBUJOH VOJUT DPNQBSFE UP JO UIF PUIFS VOJUT 5IFSFGPSF UIF GSBDUJPO PG
TQSFBE CFUXFFO QFOT BQQMJFE GPS TQSFBE CFUXFFO TFDUJPOT XJUIJO UIFTF VOJUT XBT BTTVNFE UP CF
 XIJMF  JO UIF PUIFS VOJUT 	4 5BCMF
 8F EJE OPU EJGGFSFOUJBUF CFUXFFO TQSFBE GSPN
EJGGFSFOU TPVSDFT FH QJHT IVNBOT FRVJQNFOU EVTU
5SBOTNJTTJPO CFUXFFO QJHT XJUIJO B HJWFO VOJU XBT BTTVNFE UP CF EFOTJUZEFQFOEFOU JF
UIF DPOUBDU SBUF CFUXFFO QJHT JT BTTVNFE UP CF EFQFOEFOU PO UIF OVNCFS PG QJHT XJUIJO UIF
FOUJUZ 	QFO TFDUJPO PS VOJU
 5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG B HJWFO QJH 	QJHK
 CFDPNJOH BO .34" TIFEEFS
BT B SFTVMU PG DPOUBNJOBUJPO GSPN QJHT XJUIJO UIF FOUJUZ XIFSF JU XBT IPVTFE XBT HJWFO CZ
1SPC&ðKÞ ¼ 1 ebEjDT
IEj
NEj ; ðÞ
XIFSF Č&K JT UIF XJUIJO FOUJUZ USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF GPS USBOTNJTTJPO PG .34" EVSJOH B UJNF TUFQ
*&K JT UIF OVNCFS PG JOGFDUJPVT QJHT XJUIJO UIF FOUJUZ XIFSF QJHK JT IPVTFE EVSJOH UIBU UJNF
TUFQ ï5 JT UIF EJGGFSFODF JO EBZT CFUXFFO UIF DVSSFOU BOE QSFWJPVT UJNF TUFQ 	XIJDI XBT BMXBZT
FRVBM UP 
 BOE /&K JT UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG QJHT XJUIJO UIF FOUJUZ XIFSF QJHK JT IPVTFE EVSJOH
UIBU UJNF TUFQ &OUJUZ DBO CF FRVBM UP QFO 	81  TQSFBE XJUIJO QFO
 TFDUJPO 	#1  TQSFBE
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CFUXFFO QFOT XJUIJO UIF TBNF TFDUJPO
 VOJU 	#4F  TQSFBE CFUXFFO TFDUJPOT XJUIJO UIF TBNF
VOJU
 PS GBSN 	#4U  TQSFBE CFUXFFO TUBCMF VOJUT XJUIJO UIF TBNF GBSN

'PS FBDI TVTDFQUJCMF QJH 	QJHK
 UIF UPUBM EBJMZ QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CFDPNJOH BO .34" TIFEEFS
	5PU1SPC*OG	K

 EVSJOH B UJNF TUFQ XBT DBMDVMBUFE BT
TotProbInf ðjÞ ¼ 1 ðð1 ProbWPðjÞÞ  ð1 ProbBPðjÞÞ  ð1 ProbBSeðjÞÞ  ð1 ProbBstðjÞÞÞ; ðÞ
XIFSF 1SPC81 1SPC#1 1SPC#4F BOE 1SPC#4U BSF UIF QSPCBCJMJUJFT PG CFDPNJOH TIFEEFS BT B
SFTVMU PG XJUIJOQFO CFUXFFOQFO CFUXFFOTFDUJPO BOE CFUXFFOTUBCMF TQSFBE SFTQFDUJWFMZ
#BTFE PO IVNBO TUVEJFT XF BTTVNFE UIBU *4 BOE 14 BMTP DPOTUJUVUFE UXP EJTUJODU HSPVQT JO
QJHT XJUI EJTUJODUMZ EJGGFSFOU EVSBUJPOT PG TIFEEJOH <> %VSBUJPO PG TIFEEJOH GPS *4 XBT TBN
QMFE GSPN B QFSU EJTUSJCVUJPO CBTFE PO B USBOTNJTTJPO TUVEZ DBSSJFE PVU VOEFS FYQFSJNFOUBM
DPOEJUJPOT <> 	4 5BCMF
 *U XBT BTTVNFE UIBU 14 IBE OP QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFDPWFSZ EVSJOH UIF
GJSTU  EBZT PG TIFEEJOH BOE UIFSFBGUFS B  QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFDPWFSZ 	TFMFDUFE GPS TJNQMJGJDB
UJPO CBTFE PO QFSJPET PG  BOE  EBZT VTFE GPS DBSSJBHF DMBTTJGJDBUJPO JO UXP IVNBO TUVEJFT
<>
 5IF BTTVNQUJPO PG OP SFDPWFSZ XBT CBTFE PO UIF SFMBUJWFMZ TIPSU MJGFTQBO PG TMBVHIUFS
QJHT BOE SFQPSUT PG IVNBOT DBSSZJOH UIF TBNF S aureus TUSBJO GPS VQ UP FJHIU ZFBST <>
Model output and validation
Model run. 5IF NPEFM XBT SVO GPS TJY ZFBST GPMMPXJOH B CVSOJO QFSJPE PG GPVS ZFBST
CFGPSF .34" XBT JOUSPEVDFE 5IF MFOHUI PG UIF CVSOJO QFSJPE XBT CBTFE PO UIF UJNF OFFEFE
GPS UIF OVNCFS PG QJHT UP TUBCJMJTF BGUFS TJNVMBUJPO IBE CFFO JOJUJBUFE
5IF NJOJNVN OVNCFS PG JUFSBUJPOT OFFEFE XBT EFUFSNJOFE CBTFE PO XIFO DPOWFSHFODF
IBE CFFO SFBDIFE BTTFTTFE BT UIF OVNCFS PG JUFSBUJPOT OFFEFE GPS UIF WBSJBODF PG UIF UPUBM
QSFWBMFODF PG .34"QPTJUJWF QJHT JO UIF IFSE BU UIF FOE PG SVOUJNF UP TUBCJMJ[F 	4 'JH
 #BTFE
PO UIJT  JUFSBUJPOT XFSF BTTFTTFE UP CF FOPVHI UP SFBDI DPOWFSHFODF /FWFSUIFMFTT UIF
NPEFM XBT SVO JO  JUFSBUJPOT QFS TDFOBSJP JO PSEFS UP FOTVSF IJHIFS TUBCJMJUZ PG UIF PVU
DPNFT CFDBVTF UIF NPEFM XBT SVO XJUI EJGGFSFOU TFUT PG USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT BOE XF FYQFDUFE
UIF TUBCJMJUZ UP WBSZ
Introduction of MRSA. *O PSEFS UP JOWFTUJHBUF TQSFBE BOE QFSTJTUFODF PG .34" GPMMPXJOH
EJGGFSFOU TDFOBSJPT PG .34" JOUSPEVDUJPO JO BO.34"GSFF IFSE WBSJPVT JOUSPEVDUJPOT XFSF TJN
VMBUFE 
 4JOHMF PS NVMUJQMF JOUSPEVDUJPOT 	GPSUOJHIUMZ SFQFBUFE GPS UISFF NPOUIT
 
 *OUSPEVD
UJPOT JO EJGGFSFOU BHF HSPVQT 	HJMUT XFBOFST PS GJOJTIFST
 
 *OUSPEVDUJPOT PG WBSJPVT OVNCFST PG
TIFEEFST 	    PS 
 BOE 
 *OUSPEVDUJPO PG *4 PS 14 /PU BMM DPNCJOBUJPOT PG UIFTF GPVS
QBSBNFUFST XFSF NPEFMMFE BOE POMZ UIF NPTU JOUFSFTUJOH SFTVMUT BSF QSFTFOUFE JO UIJT QBQFS
Output parameters. 5IF GPMMPXJOH NPEFM PVUQVU QBSBNFUFST XFSF VTFE GPS DPNQBSJTPO
BOE WJTVBMJTBUJPO PG UIF TDFOBSJPT NPEFMMFE 
 %FWFMPQNFOU PG UIF QSFWBMFODF PG .34" TIFE
EFST PWFS UJNF 
 1SPQPSUJPO PG JUFSBUJPOT XIFSF .34" GBEFT PVU GPMMPXJOH JOUSPEVDUJPO BOE
UJNF CFGPSF GBEFPVU 
 .34" QSFWBMFODF JO UIF EJGGFSFOU TUBCMF VOJUT
Validation. #FGPSF UIF FQJEFNJD NPEFM XBT BEEFE UIF IFSE NPEFM XBT WBMJEBUFE VTJOH
UIF SBUJPOBMJTN NFUIPE 	BTTFTTJOH XIFUIFS UIF PVUQVU DIBOHFE BT FYQFDUFE GPMMPXJOH DIBOHFT
JO UIF JOQVU WBMVFT
 BOE UIF USBDJOH NFUIPE 	GPMMPXJOH JOEJWJEVBM BOJNBMT PWFS UJNF
 <> 1SP
EVDUJPO PVUQVUT TJNVMBUFE JO UIF IFSE NPEFM XFSF DPNQBSFE UP QSPEVDUJPO EBUB GSPN B TBNQMF
PG %BOJTI IFSET <> 5IF NBKPSJUZ PG UIF DPEF GPS UIF NPEFM XBT BMTP WFSJGJFE CZ BO FYQFSU
BOPUIFS QSPHSBNNFS 	GBDF WBMJEJUZ

Sensitivity and robustness analysis. 5IF TFOTJUJWJUZ BOBMZTJT NBJOMZ GPDVTFE PO BTTFTTJOH
UIF FGGFDU PG EVSBUJPO PG TIFEEJOH BOE IPX UIF TUBUVT BT *4 PS 14 XBT BTTJHOFE
5IF QFSU EJTUSJCVUJPO VTFE GPS EVSBUJPO PG TIFEEJOH GPS *4 XBT BMUFSFE GSPN B NPTU MJLFMZ
WBMVF PG  EBZT 	NJO   EBZ NBY   EBZT
 UP  EBZT 	NJO   EBZT NBY   EBZT
 CBTFE
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PO EBUB GSPN UIF TBNF TUVEZ BT UIF PSJHJOBM WBMVF <> XIFSF B EJGGFSFOU EFGJOJUJPO PG XIFO
QJHT XFSF UP CF DPOTJEFSFE .34" QPTJUJWF XBT BQQMJFE 	4 5BCMF
 5IF SBOHFT PG WBMVFT
PCUBJOFE CBTFE PO FJUIFS EFGJOJUJPO XFSF CPUI DPOTJTUFOU XJUI EBUB GSPN BOPUIFS TUVEZ XIFSF
UIF EVSBUJPO PG DBSSJBHF SBOHFE GSPN  EBZT <>
4QSFBE GPMMPXJOH JOUSPEVDUJPO PG POF *4 HJMU XFSF NPEFMMFE XJUI UXP EJGGFSFOU NPEJGJDBUJPOT
PG UIF DPODFQU PG IPX UP TFMFDU QJHT UP CFDPNF *4 PS 14 
 "MM QJHT XJMM CFDPNF *4 VQPO FYQP
TVSF 	OP 14
 
 8IFUIFS QJHT CFDPNF *4 PS 14 JT TPMFMZ EFUFSNJOFE CZ IPTUGBDUPST 	OP JOGMV
FODF PG UIF QSFWBMFODF PG .34" TIFEEFST JO UIF SPPN

4JODF BMM TDFOBSJPT IBE BMSFBEZ CFFO NPEFMMFE VTJOH UISFF EJGGFSFOU TFUT PG USBOTNJTTJPO
SBUFT POMZ POF BEEJUJPOBM TFU PG USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT XBT JOUSPEVDFE EVSJOH TFOTJUJWJUZ BOBMZTJT
*O UIJT TFU UIF TBNF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT XFSF VTFE GPS CPUI QSF BOE QPTUXFBOJOH QJHT 5IF
USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF VTFE GPS XJUIJOQFO USBOTNJTTJPO XBT TBNQMFE GSPN B QFSU EJTUSJCVUJPO
CBTFE PO WBMVFT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN UIF SFTVMUT PG BO JOPDVMBUJPO TUVEZ <> XIFSF NFBO WBMVFT
	GPS UISFF HSPVQT PG QJHT
 PG UIF SFQPSUFE USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT BOE UIF MPXFS BOE IJHIFS  DPO
GJEFODF JOUFSWBM MJNJUT XFSF VTFE BT UIF NPTU MJLFMZ WBMVF NJOJNVN BOE NBYJNVN SFTQFD
UJWFMZ 	4 5BCMF
 4JODF POMZ XJUIJOQFO USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT XFSF SFQPSUFE JU XBT BTTVNFE UIBU
UIF SBUJP PG CFUXFFOQFO BOE XJUIJOQFO USBOTNJTTJPO XBT UIF TBNF BT GPS UIF USBOTNJTTJPO
SBUFT VTFE JO UIF TUBOEBSE TDFOBSJP "T B SFTVMU UIF CFUXFFOQFO USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF XBT DBMDV
MBUFE CZ NVMUJQMZJOH UIF XJUIJOQFO SBUF XJUI UIF BWFSBHF SBUJP PG CFUXFFOQFO BOE XJUIJOQFO
USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT JO UIF MPXFTU BOE IJHIFTU TFUT PG USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT 	4 5BCMF






"OZ VOFYQFDUFE PVUQVU EJTDPWFSFE VTJOH UIF USBDJOH BOE SBUJPOBMJTN NFUIPE PS EVSJOH FYQFSU
WBMJEBUJPO XFSF GVSUIFS JOWFTUJHBUFE BOE GPMMPXFE CZ DPSSFDUJPOT PG UIF DPEF XIFO OFFEFE
7BSJPVT QSPEVDUJPO QBSBNFUFST XFSF JODMVEFE JO UIF IFSE NPEFM PVUQVU BOE DPNQBSFE UP
SFBMMJGF QSPEVDUJPO EBUB GSPN TXJOF %BOJTI IFSET JO PSEFS UP FYUFSOBMMZ WBMJEBUF UIF NPEFM
BOE DIFDL JG UIF QBSBNFUFST XFSF BQQSPQSJBUFMZ DBMJCSBUFE 	4 5BCMF
 5IF NPEFM PVUQVU BOE
SFBMMJGF EBUB HFOFSBMMZ IBE HPPE BHSFFNFOU
Spread of MRSA
8IFO MPX PS NFEJVN USBOTNJTTJPO XBT BTTVNFE JOUSPEVDUJPO PG .34" CZ POF *4 HJMU XBT JO
NPTU DBTFT QSFEJDUFE UP SFTVMU JO .34" GBEJOH PVU 	'JH "
 8IFO IJHI USBOTNJTTJPO XFSF
BTTVNFE UIFO CBTFE PO UIF NFEJBO WBMVFT TQSFBE GSPN UIF NBUJOH VOJU UP PUIFS VOJUT XBT OPU
PCTFSWFE CFGPSF FOPVHI UJNF IBE FMBQTFE GPS TPNF PG UIF HJMUT UP CF QSFHOBOU BOE CF NPWFE UP
UIF HFTUBUJPO VOJU 	'JH # BOE $
 "GUFS JOUSPEVDUJPO JO UIF GBSSPXJOH TUBCMF UIF OVNCFS PG
TIFEEFST TBX B NBSLFE JODSFBTF GPMMPXFE CZ TQSFBE JOUP UIF XFBOFS VOJU BOE MBUFS JOUP UIF GBS
SPXJOH VOJU 	'JH 
 .34" NBJOMZ TFFNFE UP CF GPMMPXJOH UIF SPVUFT PG UIF BOJNBMT )PXFWFS
JG .34" XBT JOUSPEVDFE JO UIF XFBOFS VOJU PS GJOJTIFS VOJU UIF TJNVMBUJPOT JOEJDBUFE UIBU
TQSFBE UP UIF TPX VOJUT XBT TUJMM MJLFMZ UP PDDVS EFTQJUF BOJNBMT OPU CFJOH NPWFE CBDLXBSET
	4 BOE 4 'JHT
 5IF MBUFS JO UIF QSPEVDUJPO QSPDFTT .34" XBT JOUSPEVDFE 	HJMUT! XFBOFST
! GJOJTIFST
 UIF TMPXFS TQSFBE BOE UIFSFCZ MPOHFS UJNF CFGPSF UIF QSFWBMFODF JO UIF TUBCMFT
VOJUT TUBCJMJ[FE 	'JH  BOE 4 BOE 4 'JHT

'PMMPXJOH JOUSPEVDUJPO PG B 14 JOTUFBE PG BO *4 JOUP FJUIFS TUBCMF VOJU TJNJMBS EFWFMPQNFOUT
JO NFEJBO QSFWBMFODF PG .34" TIFEEFST PWFS UJNF XFSF QSFEJDUFE FYDFQU UIBU JO NPTU DBTFT
.34" XBT OPU QSFEJDUFE UP GBEF PVU XIFO MPX PS NFEJVN USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT XFSF VTFE 	'JH
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%
 5IF QSPQPSUJPO PG .34" TIFEEFST JO UIF GJWF EJGGFSFOU TUBCMF VOJUT TJY ZFBST BGUFS JOUSP
EVDUJPO PG BO *4 PS B 14 JO UIF NBUJOH VOJU JT JMMVTUSBUFE JO B WJPMJO QMPU JO 'JH  "T TFFO GSPN
UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG UIF QSFWBMFODFT PG .34" TIFEEFST PCUBJOFE JO UIF  JUFSBUJPOT 	UIF XJEUI
PG UIF |WJPMJOTh
.34" TFFNT UP FJUIFS GBEF PVU XIFO JOUSPEVDFE CZ BO *4 PS TIPX B QBUUFSO
TJNJMBS UP XIFO JOUSPEVDFE CZ B 14 XIFSF UIF PCTFSWFE QSFWBMFODFT DMVTUFSFE BSPVOE UIF
NFEJBO
5IF NPEFM QSFEJDUT UIBU XIFO TQSFBE PG .34" LJDLT PGG UIF QSFEJDUFE QSFWBMFODF PG .34"
TIFEEFST XJUIJO FBDI TUBCMF VOJU SFBDIFT BO FRVJMJCSJVN 	'JH 
 "T FYQFDUFE UIF BHF HSPVQ JO
XIJDI .34" XBT JOUSPEVDFE IBE OP NBSLFE JOGMVFODF PO UIF FRVJMJCSJVN QSFWBMFODF 	4 BOE
4 'JHT

5BCMF  TIPXT UIF UPUBM NFEJBO QSPQPSUJPO PG .34" TIFEEFST JO UIF IFSE TJY ZFBST BGUFS
WBSJPVT JOUSPEVDUJPOT BT XFMM BT UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG JUFSBUJPOT XIFSF .34" GBEFE PVU JODMVE
JOH UIF OVNCFS PG EBZT FMBQTFE CFUXFFO JOUSPEVDUJPO BOE GBEFPVU *O HFOFSBM UIF IJHIFS
USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF VTFE UIF IJHIFS QSFWBMFODF BGUFS TUBCJMJTBUJPO BOE UIF MPXFS QSPQPSUJPO PG
JUFSBUJPOT XIFSF .34" GBEFT PVU 	5BCMF 
 8IFO UIF MPXFS TFUT PG USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT XBT
BQQMJFE .34" XBT QSFEJDUFE UP CF BCMF UP SFNBJO JO UIF IFSE GPS ZFBST BOE TUJMM FWFOUVBMMZ
GBEF PVU *O UIFPSZ .34" GBEFPVU GPMMPXJOH JOUSPEVDUJPO CZ B 14 JT JO NPTU DBTFT POMZ QPTTJ
CMF BGUFS UIF JOJUJBM 14 IBT CFFO SFNPWFE GSPN UIF GBSN BOE UIFSFGPSF .34" DPVME SFNBJO JO
UIF IFSE GPS B MPOH UJNF EFTQJUF UIF JOGFDUJPO OPU CFDPNJOH FTUBCMJTIFE JG JU XBT JOUSPEVDFE CZ
BO BOJNBM XJUI B MPOH MJGFTQBO FH B HJMU 	5BCMF 

5IF JOUSPEVDUJPO PG NPSF BOJNBMT JODSFBTFE UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG .34" CFDPNJOH FTUBCMJTIFE
PO UIF GBSN 	4 'JH BOE 4 5BCMF
 BOE TIPSUFS UJNF QBTTFE CFGPSF BO FRVJMJCSJVN XBT SFBDIFE
Fig 3. Development in themedian prevalence of MRSA shedders following introduction of oneMRSA
shedding gilt. Predicted median prevalence over time following introduction of one intermittently (a-c) or
persistently shedding gilt (d-f), when using low (a+d), medium (b+e) or high (c+f) transmission rates.
Mat = Mating unit, Gest = Gestation unit, Farr = Farrowing unit, Wean =Weaner unit, Fini = Finisher unit.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188429.g003
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	4 'JH
 )PXFWFS BMSFBEZ XJUI UIF JOUSPEVDUJPO PG UIJSUZ JOTUFBE PG UFO GJOJTIFST UIF UJNF
OFFEFE GPS UIF .34" QSFWBMFODF UP TUBCJMJ[F XBT WFSZ TJNJMBS 	4 'JH
 8IFO DPNQBSJOH TJOHMF
PS NVMUJQMF JOUSPEVDUJPOT FYFNQMJGJFE CZ UIF JOUSPEVDUJPO PG POF UISFF PS UFO *4 HJMUT FJUIFS
PODF PS PODF FWFSZ GPSUOJHIU GPS UISFF NPOUIT UIF QBUUFSOT QSFEJDUFE XFSF WFSZ TJNJMBS TJODF
UIF POMZ NBKPS EJGGFSFODF XBT BO JODSFBTFE QSPCBCJMJUZ PG GBEFPVU GPMMPXJOH TJOHMF JOUSPEVD
UJPOT JO QBSUJDVMBS GPS POF TIFEEFS POMZ 	4 BOE 4 'JHT BOE 4 5BCMF

Sensitivity and robustness analysis
8IFO NPEFMMJOH JOUSPEVDUJPO PG POF JOUFSNJUUFOUMZ TIFEEJOH HJMU XJUI EJGGFSFOU BMUFSOBUJWF
QBSBNFUFSJTBUJPOT JODSFBTJOH UIF EVSBUJPO PG TIFEEJOH MFE UP BO JODSFBTFE NFEJBO QSFWBMFODF
MFTT WBSJBODF BOE GFXFS JUFSBUJPOT XIFSF .34" GBEFE PVU 	'JH  BOE 4 5BCMF
 3FNPWJOH UIF
QPTTJCJMJUZ PG BOZ QJHT CFDPNJOH 14 MFE UP .34"NPSF GSFRVFOUMZ GBEJOH PVU .PEFMMJOH QFSTJT
UFOU DBSSJBHF BT POMZ CFJOH EFQFOEFOU PO IPTUSFMBUFE GBDUPST EJE MFBE UP MFTT DBTFT XIFSF
Fig 4. Violin plot of the prevalence following introduction of one gilt sheddingMRSA intermittently or
persistently. Predicted prevalence of MRSA shedders six years after introduction, whenmedium
transmission rates were used (distribution of 500 iterations). The median prevalences are indicated by white
dots. Mat = Mating unit, Gest = Gestation unit, Farr = Farrowing unit, Wean =Weaner unit, Fini = Finisher unit.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188429.g004
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Table 2. Predicted prevalence and fade-out of MRSA in a simulated pig herd following single introductions.
Transmission rates Introduction scenario Shedder prevalence Fade out Duration
Median 5th-95th percentile (% iterations) Median Range
Low 1 IS gilt 0.0 0–38.0 87.0 13.0 1–142
1 PS gilt 0.0 0–0.01 88.4 507.0 469–557
1 IS weaner 0.0 0–0 99.2 14.5 1–257
1 PS weaner 0.0 0–0 95.4 150.0 11–658
1 IS finisher 0.0 0–0 99.6 14.0 2–312
1 PS finisher 0.0 0–0 98.4 94.0 1–425
Medium 1 IS gilt 0.0 0–68.6 51.0 13.0 2–100
1 PS gilt 56.4 39.4–70.2 0.0 - -
1 IS weaner 43.9 0–69.0 46.0 11.0 2–347
1 PS weaner 56.1 0–69.7 7.0 150.0 3–346
1 IS finisher 0.0 0–68.5 58.4 15.0 1–314
1 PS finisher 54.1 0.68.9 27.4 100.0 80–444
High 1 IS gilt 64.7 0–79.6 26.4 9.0 2–80
1 PS gilt 67.0 48.2–79.4 0.0 - -
1 IS weaner 64.6 0–82.3 20.6 7.0 1–153
1 PS weaner 68.0 54.5–80.3 0.4 100.5 9–192
1 IS finisher 64.7 0–80.6 28.4 8.0 1–128
1 PS finisher 67.8 51.1–78.8 0.0 - -
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188429.t002
Fig 5. Results of sensitivity- and robustness analysis. Predicted prevalence six years after introduction of
one intermittently shedding gilt (distribution of 500 iterations). Last part of each label indicates the transmission
rate used. Dur = duration of shedding for IS altered, No.PS = no persistent shedders, Host = shedder type
solely determined by host factors (no influence of prevalence in the room), Trans = transmission rates altered.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188429.g005
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.34" GBEFE PVU DPNQBSFE UP VTJOH UIF PSJHJOBM EJTUSJCVUJPO 5IF BMUFSOBUJWF TFU PG IJHIFS
USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT JOUSPEVDFE JO UIF SPCVTUOFTT BOBMZTJT GPS BMM BHF HSPVQT QSFEJDUFE IJHIFS
NFEJBO QSFWBMFODF BOE MFTT WBSJBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF SFTVMUT PG UIF EJGGFSFOU JUFSBUJPOT FYDFQU
XIFO UIFSF XBT OP QFSTJTUFOU TIFEEFST
Discussion
*O UIF QSFTFOU TUVEZ XF NPEFMMFE UIF TQSFBE PG .34" CFUXFFO BOJNBMT XJUIJO B QJH GBSN
NFDIBOJTUJDBMMZ 5IF PCTFSWFE FGGFDUT PG EJGGFSFOU TJNVMBUFE JOUSPEVDUJPOT XFSF JO MJOF XJUI
XIBU POF XPVME FYQFDU B QSJPSJ 0VS SFTVMUT TIPX UIBU PODF .34" IBT CFDPNF FTUBCMJTIFE JO B
IFSE JU XJMM NBJOUBJO B QSFWBMFODF UIBU WBSJFE EFQFOEJOH PO GBDUPST TVDI BT UIF QJH VOJU BOE
USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF FH UIF NFEJBO QSFWBMFODF SFBDIJOH VQ UP  GPMMPXJOH JOUSPEVDUJPO PG
POF *4 HJMU XIFO IJHI USBOTNJTTJPO JT BTTVNFE 	'JH $
 5IF WBSJBUJPO JO UIF XJUIJOIFSE QSFW
BMFODF JO EJGGFSFOU BHF HSPVQT IBT CFFO SFQPSUFE CFGPSF 	<> BOE 4 5BCMF
 .BOZ TUVEJFT IBWF
SFQPSUFE BO JODSFBTF JO .34" QSFWBMFODF BGUFS XFBOJOH GPMMPXFE CZ B EFDMJOF JO UIF QSFWB
MFODF CFGPSF TMBVHIUFS BHF 	4 5BCMF
 CVU BT FYQFDUFE UIFSF XBT WBSJBUJPO BOE PUIFST EJE OPU
PCTFSWF BOZ TJHOJGJDBOU EJGGFSFODF <> *O B 4XJTT TUVEZ XIFSF JOEJWJEVBM QJHT XFSF GPMMPXFE
PWFS UJNF UIF IJHIFTU QSPQPSUJPO PG QJHT DIBOHJOH TUBUVT GSPN OFHBUJWF UP QPTJUJWF XFSF
PCTFSWFE XIFO QJHMFUT XFSF GSPN  EBZT PME XIFSF UIF IJHIFTU QSPQPSUJPO PG QJHT DIBOHJOH
TUBUVT GSPN QPTJUJWF UP OFHBUJWF XFSF PCTFSWFE JO UIF MBTU QBSU PG UIF GJOJTIFS QFSJPE 	CFUXFFO
XFFLT BOE XFFLT PG BHF
 <> %VF UP UIF QBSBNFUFSJTBUJPO PG PVS NPEFM UIF
QSFWBMFODF XBT HFOFSBMMZ QSFEJDUFE UP CF IJHIFTU JO QJHMFUT JO UIF GBSSPXJOH VOJU CFGPSF
EFDSFBTJOH JO UIF XFBOFS BOE GJOJTIFS VOJUT XIFSF JU QFSTJTUFE BU TJNJMBS MFWFMT BMCFJU TMJHIUMZ
MPXFS JO UIF GJOJTIFS VOJU 5IJT DBO CF DIBOHFE UIPVHI BOE UIF NPEFM DBO SFMBUJWFMZ FBTJMZ CF
DBMJCSBUFE UP PUIFS QSFWBMFODF MFWFMT XJUIJO UIF EJGGFSFOU VOJUT CZ GPS JOTUBODF BEKVTUJOH UIF
USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT XIJDI UIF NPEFM JT BMSFBEZ QSFQBSFE GPS 'PS UIF QVSQPTF PG UIF DVSSFOU
TUVEZ DBMJCSBUJPO GPS TQFDJGJD TJUVBUJPOT JT OPU OFDFTTBSZ /FWFSUIFMFTT UIJT NBZ CF JNQPSUBOU
XIFO TUVEZJOH UIF JNQBDU PG JOUFSWFOUJPOT UP DPOUSPM .34" XJUIJO UIF IFSE BOE UIF TVDDFTT PG
UIFTF JOUFSWFOUJPOT HJWFO EJGGFSFOU .34" XJUIJOIFSE QSFWBMFODFT
*OUSPEVDUJPO PG NPSF .34" TIFEEFST BOE NVMUJQMF JOUSPEVDUJPOT MFE UP GBTUFS TQSFBE
%FTQJUF UIF BTTVNQUJPO PG OP VTF PG SJTL BOUJNJDSPCJBMT 	UFUSBDZDMJOFT BOE ČMBDUBN BOUJCJPUJDT

JO UIF IFSE 	BOE UIFSFGPSF VTF PG UIF MPX USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIJT
 JOUSPEVDUJPO
PG .34" TIFEEFST JO B GFX DBTFT 	
 TUJMM MFE .34" UP TQSFBE UISPVHIPVU UIF IFSE
BOE CFDPNF FTUBCMJTIFE 5IVT B MPX BOUJNJDSPCJBM VTBHF XJUIJO B IFSE NBZ OPU BMXBZT CF
TVGGJDJFOU UP QSFWFOU .34" GSPN TQSFBEJOH BOE CFDPNJOH FTUBCMJTIFE PODF JU IBT CFFO
JOUSPEVDFE
5IF PCTFSWBUJPO PG .34" CFJOH BCMF UP GBEF PVU GPMMPXJOH JOUSPEVDUJPO PG B GFX *4 EPFT
OPU TFFN VOSFBMJTUJD HJWFO UIBU EVSJOH BO JOWFTUJHBUJPO PO /PSXFHJBO QJH GBSNT  PG 
GBSNT EJE OPU CFDPNF .34" QPTJUJWF EFTQJUF IBWJOH QPTJUJWF TVQQMJFST <> 'PS UXFMWF GBSNT
UIJT XBT FYQMBJOFE CZ UIF GBSNT POMZ CFJOH TQPSBEJDBMMZ TVQQMJFE GSPN UIF JOGFDUFE GBSNT
XIJDI JT UIFSFGPSF DPNQBSBCMF UP UIF TDFOBSJPT NPEFMMFE
*O PVS NPEFM QSFEJDUJPOT .34" TQSFBET SFMBUJWFMZ FBTZ CFUXFFO UIF EJGGFSFOU VOJUT PG UIF
GBSN .34" JT NBJOMZ TQSFBE GPSXBSE JO UIF QSPEVDUJPO DIBJO UISPVHI NPWFNFOU PG QJHT CVU
TQSFBE UP BMM VOJUT XBT BMTP QSFEJDUFE XIFO .34" XBT JOUSPEVDFE JO UIF XFBOFS PS GJOJTIFS
TFDUJPO 5IJT XBT B DPOTFRVFODF PG PVS BTTVNQUJPOT TJODF UP PVS CFTU LOPXMFEHF OP CFUXFFO
DPNQBSUNFOU USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT GPS .34" PO QJH GBSNT IBWF CFFO QVCMJTIFE 5IFSFGPSF XF
BTTVNFE UIF CFUXFFOTFDUJPO BOE CFUXFFOVOJU USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT UP CF B TNBMMFS GSBDUJPO PG
UIF CFUXFFOQFO USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF  BOE  SFTQFDUJWFMZ 5IF USVF SJTL PG USBOTNJT
TJPO XJMM EFQFOEFOU PO NVMUJQMF MPDBM GBDUPST JF JOUFSOBM CJPTFDVSJUZ BOE EFTJHO BOE MPDBUJPO
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PG TUBCMF VOJUT JO SFMBUJPO UP FBDI PUIFS )PXFWFS HJWFO EFUFDUJPO PG .34" JO TVCTUBOUJBM MFWFMT
JO UIF BJS JOTJEF BOE PVUTJEF QJH CBSOT <> BOE UIF SJTL PG DBSSZPWFS XJUI XPSLFST BOE
FRVJQNFOU XF GJOE JU KVTUJGJFE UP BTTVNF UIBU UIJT TQSFBE DPVME PDDVS
5IF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT VTFE XFSF CBTFE PO EBUB GSPN B TUVEZ DBSSJFE PVU BU GPVS %VUDI
GBSNT <> "T GPS BMM PUIFS TUVEJFT CBTFE PO B MJNJUFE BNPVOU PG BOJNBMT QSVEFODF JT OFFEFE
XIFO JOUFSQSFUJOH UIF SFTVMUT %JGGFSFODFT CFUXFFO GBSNT SFHBSEJOH NBOBHFNFOU BOUJNJDSP
CJBM VTF BOE TUBCMF EFTJHO XJMM QPUFOUJBMMZ JOGMVFODF UIF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT 5IJT DBO CF SFGMFDUFE
JO UIF NPEFM CZ GPS JOTUBODF BEKVTUJOH UIF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT UP SFGMFDU EJGGFSFOU QSFWFMBODF TJU
VBUJPOT BT EJTDVTTFE BCPWF
%VSJOH  UIF PWFSBMM VTF PG BOUJNJDSPCJBMT GPS GBSN BOJNBMT JO UIF /FUIFSMBOET
XBT SFEVDFE XJUI  <> )PXFWFS JO  UIF ZFBS BGUFS UIF TUVEZ UIF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT
PSJHJOBUFT GSPN XBT DPOEVDUFE UIF UPUBM BOUJNJDSPCJBM VTF GPS QJHT JO UIF /FUIFSMBOET XBT 
IJHIFS UIBO JO %FONBSL <> 8JUI SFHBSE UP UIF HSPVQT PG ESVHT DPOTJEFSFE SJTL BOUJNJDSPCJ
BMT <> FTQFDJBMMZ UIF VTF PG UFUSBDZDMJOFT GPS QJHT XBT NBSLFEMZ IJHIFS JO UIF /FUIFSMBOET
XIFSFBT TPNF OBSSPX TQFDUSVN QFOJDJMMJOT XFSF VTFE NPSF JO %FONBSL <> 0O UIF PUIFS
IBOE JO %FONBSL XFBOFST NBZ HFU QSFTDSJCFE [JOD TVQQMFNFOUBUJPO JO UIF GFFE XIFSFBT UIJT
JT OPU BMMPXFE JO UIF /FUIFSMBOET <> 5IJT QSBDUJTF NJHIU BMTP JOGMVFODF OBTBM DBSSJBHF PG
.34" TJODF UIFSF TFFNT UP CF B HFOFUJD MJOLBHF CFUXFFOmecA BOE czrC XIJDI JT DPEJOH GPS
[JOD SFTJTUBODF <> 5IVT VTJOH USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT CBTFE PO OP VTF PG [JOD BT JT UIF DBTF
JO PVS NPEFM NJHIU MFBE UP BO VOEFSFTUJNBUJPO PG UIF USBOTNJTTJPO GSFRVFODZ JO UIF XFBOJOH
VOJUT <> XIFSFBT VTJOH USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT CBTFE PO IJHIFS BOUJNJDSPCJBM DPOTVNQUJPO
NJHIU MFBE UP PWFSFTUJNBUJPO
*O PVS NPEFM XF VTFE USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT CBTFE PO OBUVSBMMZ DPOUBNJOBUFE QJHT IPVTFE JO
PSEJOBSZ GBSNT "OPUIFS BQQSPBDI XPVME IBWF CFFO UP SFMZ PO EBUB GSPN B USBOTNJTTJPO TUVEZ
XIFSF QJHT IPVTFE JO BOJNBM FYQFSJNFOUBM GBDJMJUJFT IBE CFFO JOPDVMBUFE XJUI .34" <>
5IFTF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUFT BSF DPOTJEFSBCMZ IJHIFS UIBO UIF SBUFT VTFE JO PVS NPEFM )PXFWFS
EFTQJUF UIF SJTL PG VOEFSFTUJNBUJOH UIF USVF SBUF PG USBOTNJTTJPO XF CFMJFWF UIBU GPS PVS QVS
QPTF JU XJMM CF NPSF BQQSPQSJBUF UP VTF EBUB GSPN OBUVSBMMZ DPOUBNJOBUFE QJHT IPVTFE JO BO
PSEJOBSZ GBSN FOWJSPONFOU TJODF NBOBHFNFOU QSBDUJDFT BOJNBM EFOTJUZ BOE FOWJSPONFOUBM
TQSFBE QMBZ BO JNQPSUBOU SPMF JO USBOTNJTTJPO <>
5IF BTTPDJBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF .34" TUBUVT PG UIF TPX BOE UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG QJHMFUT UFTUJOH
.34" QPTJUJWF IBWF CFFO DPOGJSNFE JO TFWFSBM TUVEJFT <> *O PVS NPEFM UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ
PG USBOTNJTTJPO GSPN TPX UP OFXCPSO QJHMFUT XBT CBTFE PO QSFEJDUJPOT GSPN B TUVEZ XIFSF
QJHMFUT IBE CFFO TBNQMFE XJUIJO POF IPVS BGUFS CJSUI BOE BHBJO BGUFS POF EBZ <> *U IBT CFFO
TVHHFTUFE UIBU QJHMFUT NJHIU HFU USBOTJFOUMZ SBUIFS UIBO QFSTJTUFOUMZ DPMPOJ[FE GSPN UIFJS EBN
<> )PXFWFS UIJT IBT OPU CFFO UBLFO JOUP BDDPVOU JO UIF NPEFM NFBOJOH UIBU UIF QSPQPSUJPO
PG QJHMFUT CFDPNJOH 14 NJHIU CF PWFSFTUJNBUFE
"GUFS DPOTJEFSJOH EJGGFSFOU NPEFM TUSVDUVSFT XF DIPTF UP BTTVNF UIBU *4 BOE 14 DPOTUJUVUFE
UXP EJTUJODU HSPVQT JO QJHT CBTFE PO FWJEFODF JO IVNBOT <> BOE QPUFOUJBM FWJEFODF JO QJHT <>
5IF QSPQPSUJPO PG QJHT BTTVNFE UP IBWF UIF QPUFOUJBM UP CFDPNF 14 XBT CBTFE PO B TUVEZ BU
 %BOJTI QJH GBSNT XIFSF UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG QJHT QFSTJTUFOUMZ UFTUJOH QPTJUJWF GPS S aureus
XBT  <> *O B TUVEZ DPOEVDUFE BU GPVS #FMHJBO GBSNT OP 14 XBT GPVOE BU UXP NJMEMZ DPO
UBNJOBUFE GBSNT 	 *4
 XIJMF PG TPXT BU UXP IJHIMZ DPOUBNJOBUFE GBSNT EJE
QFSTJTUFOUMZ UFTU .34" QPTJUJWF 	BMM UIF SFNBJOJOH TPXT BU UIFTF UXP GBSNT XFSF *4
 <> 5IFSF
GPSF JU TFFNT SFBTPOBCMF UIBU XF JOUSPEVDF B QSFWBMFODF EFQFOEFODZ JO UIF NPEFM BOE UIFSFCZ
UBLF UIF FGGFDU PG UIF DPOUBNJOBUJPO MFWFM JOUP BDDPVOU
3FTVMUT PG UIF TFOTJUJWJUZ BOBMZTJT EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU JODSFBTJOH UIF EVSBUJPO PG DBSSJBHF MFE
UP FRVJMJCSJVN PDDVSSJOH BU B NBSLFEMZ IJHIFS QSFWBMFODF DPNQBSFE UP UIF EFGBVMU WBMVFT 	'JH
 BOE 4 5BCMF
 5IJT XBT BMTP UIF DBTF JO UIF SPCVTUOFTT BOBMZTJT XIFO JODSFBTFE EVSBUJPO XBT
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DPNCJOFE XJUI QBSBNFUFS DIBOHFT UIBU PUIFSXJTF XFSF FYQFDUFE UP EFDSFBTF UIF FRVJMJCSJVN
QSFWBMFODF "MUPHFUIFS UIFTF SFTVMUT JOEJDBUF UIBU EVSBUJPO PG DBSSJBHF IBT B DPOTJEFSBCMF JOGMV
FODF PO UIF SFTVMUT PCUBJOFE 5IJT EVSBUJPO NBZ QPUFOUJBMMZ CF JOGMVFODFE CZ NBOZ EJGGFSFOU
GBDUPST TVDI BT EPTF PG FYQPTVSF HFOFUJDT BOE UIF OBTBM NJDSPCJPNF PG UIF QJH <>
3FNPWJOH QFSTJTUFOU TIFEEFST JO UIF TFOTJUJWJUZ BOBMZTJT JOUFSFTUJOHMZ BMTP IBE B NBSLFEMZ
FGGFDU XIJDI JOEJDBUFT UIBU UIFSF NJHIU CF TPNF QPUFOUJBM JO DPOUSPM PQUJPOT UBSHFUFE BU UIJT
QBSUJDVMBS TVCHSPVQ PG BOJNBMT "T FYQFDUFE JODSFBTJOH UIF USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF IBE B QSP
OPVODFE FGGFDU BOE SFTVMUFE JO IJHIFS FRVJMJCSJVN QSFWBMFODFT BOE JO TPNF DBTFT UIF QSFEJD
UJPOT SFBDIFE  	'JH  BOE 4 5BCMF

"T GPS BMM TJNVMBUJPO NPEFMT UIF QSFDJTJPO VODFSUBJOUZ BOE WBMJEJUZ PG UIF NPEFM QSFEJDUJPOT
XJMM EFQFOE PO UIF BWBJMBCJMJUZ BOE RVBMJUZ PG EBUB GPS QBSBNFUFSJTBUJPO PG UIF NPEFM BOE UIF
BTTVNQUJPOT BOE TJNQMJGJDBUJPOT NBEF 5IFSFGPSF QSVEFODF JT DBMMFE GPS XIFO JOUFSQSFUJOH
NPEFM QSFEJDUJPOT XIJDI POMZ TIPVME CF UBLFO BT JOEJDBUJWF PG IPX.34"NJHIU TQSFBE %FTQJUF
UIFTF MJNJUBUJPOT PVS TJNVMBUJPO NPEFM DBO BTTJTU JO IJHIMJHIUJOH LOPXMFEHF HBQT GPS GVUVSF
SFTFBSDI QSPWJEJOH JOTJHIUT JO UIF EZOBNJDT PG TQSFBE PG .34" UIF TUVEZ PG QPTTJCMF IZQPUIFUJ
DBM TDFOBSJPT BOE JOWFTUJHBUJPO PG QPTTJCMF JOUFSWFOUJPO TUSBUFHJFT PS TVSWFJMMBODF PQUJPOT
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Table S1: Model input: Sow parities at simulation start and re-insemination attempts 
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Table S10. Model output: Predicted fade out of MRSA in a simulated pig herd and time 
elapsed between introduction and fade out following single or multiple introductions. 
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Table S10, continued from page 1. 
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 6.2 Manuscript III 
Mechanistic modelling of interventions against spread of  
livestock-associated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus 
(LA-MRSA) within a Danish farrow-to-finish pig herd 
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1: Division for Diagnostics and Scientific Advice, National Veterinary Institute, Technical University 
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Knowledge on successful interventions against livestock-associated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 
aureus (LA-MRSA) within pig herds is sparse. In situations like this, a mechanistic simulation model can be a 
valuable tool for assessing the effect of potential intervention strategies, and prioritising which should be 
tested in the field. We have simulated on-farm interventions, with a previously published LA-MRSA spread 
model, within four different areas: 1) Reduced antimicrobial consumption, 2) Reduced number of pigs 
within each section, 3) Reduced mixing of pigs, and 4) Improved internal biosecurity. To model a decrease 
in the selective pressure, the transmission rates were reduced after LA-MRSA had become fully established 
within a herd, which resulted in a marked decrease in the prevalence within all stable units. However, LA-
MRSA rarely disappeared completely from the herd; this was only observed in scenarios where the 
transmission rates were reduced to ч 30% of the original level. While changes in antimicrobial consumption 
patterns might be a very important step towards reducing the spread of LA-MRSA, the simulation results 
indicate that it may need to be paired with other preventive or intervention measures. Reducing the 
number of pigs within each section, reducing mixing of pigs, or improving internal biosecurity after LA-
MRSA had become established within the herd only resulted in marginal changes in the median prevalence 
within the herd. However, these factors might be important in relation to being able to achieve or maintain 
a low level of antimicrobial consumption, and thus still indirectly influence the LA-MRSA prevalence within 
the herd. The results of a sensitivity analysis indicated the assumptions regarding the existence of pigs 
persistently shedding MRSA have a noticeable influence on the model results. The assumptions regarding 
transmission from sow to offspring at the day of birth also had a considerable influence on the MRSA 
prevalence within the farrowing unit but did not cause any marked changes in the simulated effect of 
interventions. Effects might differ between different farm types contaminated in different levels and this 
simulation study highlights a strong need for more knowledge from on-farm trials.  
122
 Introduction 
Staphylococcus aureus  is an opportunistic pathogen capable of causing a wide-range of diseases in humans 
and animals [1]. In 2005, findings of livestock-associated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (LA-
MRSA) were reported for the first time in France and the Netherlands [2,3], and since then LA-MRSA has 
been detected in the pig population in many European countries [1].  
The majority of LA-MRSA strains are resistant to tetracyclines [4] and use of these compounds is therefore 
expected to select for LA-MRSA. In  a longitudinal study, where transmission rates of LA-MRSA between 
pigs were estimated both with and without the use of risk-antimicrobials (beta-lactams and tetracyclines), 
these were significantly different from each other [5], and in several studies group treatment with 
antimicrobials has been identified as a risk factor for pig farms becoming LA-MRSA contaminated [6–8]. 
Also, in an intervention study, where use of antimicrobials was reduced by 44%, this was associated with 
declining MRSA prevalence in pigs [9]. Thus, changing antimicrobial consumption patterns on the farms can 
be considered a relevant area of intervention.  
LA-MRSA has been detected in high levels in air within stable units [10], and consequently pigs are exposed 
to LA-MRSA both through bacteria bound to dust particles suspended in the air, and through direct contact 
with their pen mates. Since the LA-MRSA contamination of the air is assumed to originate from pigs 
shedding LA-MRSA, a reduction in the number of pigs within a stable section might lead to decreased 
exposure, both through decreased concentrations in the air and through decreased direct contact to other 
pigs, provided that the within-pen stocking-density is also reduced. The number of direct contact events 
with other pigs during an animal’s lifespan is dependent both on the stocking-density in the pens, and on 
how often mixing between pigs in different pens or batches occur. Both factors have been identified as risk 
factors for spread of other infectious agents [11,12].  
In addition to in the air within stables,  LA-MRSA has been detected in many different parts of the farm 
environment, including in dust, feed, faeces, and boot swabs of the service alley on contaminated farms 
[10]. Therefore, farm workers and equipment are also potential sources of spread of LA-MRSA between 
sections or stable units within the farm. Some units are more work intensive than others, e.g. the farrowing 
unit, and the work will involve more direct interaction between humans and pigs. Improved internal 
biosecurity, e.g. improved hand hygiene, change of boots between stables, fixed working order, having 
equipment dedicated to each unit etc., may reduce this spread. 
On-farm studies showing successful interventions against spread of LA-MRSA, which do not involve 
emptying the farm and culling all animals, are sparse. Most of these have focused on the use of 
disinfectants, but the scope, study design, disinfection procedure and type of disinfectant applied varied, 
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 and so did the results. In general, it has been shown possible to remove LA-MRSA entirely through 
disinfection in the absence of animals [13,14], or obtain a reduction in LA-MRSA levels in the air and 
bedding materials, when repeatedly applying disinfectant in the presence of LA-MRSA positive animals [15]. 
Other attempts at reducing the LA-MRSA contamination within farms, includes sow washing, where the 
original strain was detected in 64% of the animals again after washing [16], and use of an air cleaning 
system consisting of an air washer and a UV-irradiation system, which led to significantly reduced 
concentrations of LA-MRSA in the stable air [17]. 
In situations where the knowledge on successful interventions is limited, a mechanistic simulation model 
can be a valuable tool for assessing the effect of potential intervention strategies, and prioritising which 
one should be tested on real farms. One of the main challenges, when modelling spread of LA-MRSA is that 
the dynamics of infection in pigs are not clear, and assumptions regarding the existence of both 
intermittent shedders (IS) and persistent shedders (PS) might have a major impact on the results. In this 
paper, we use a previously published mechanistic individual-based model for spread of LA-MRSA within a 
pig herd [18] for simulating the outcome of implementing on-farm interventions within four different areas: 
1) Reduced antimicrobial consumption, 2)  Reduced number of pigs within each section, 3) Reduced mixing
of pigs, and 4) Improved internal biosecurity. Using the Danish situation as an example, where LA-MRSA
was isolated from 88% of 57 randomly selected pig herds tested in  Denmark [19], we assume that LA-
MRSA has already become fully established within the herd and reached a steady state prevalence in all
farm units before the interventions are initiated. The aims of the study were to: 1) Assess the effect of the
possible intervention strategies mentioned above and evaluate if it is possible to clear a farm from LA-
MRSA, once it has become established by lowering the transmission, and 2) Assess the impact of
assumptions and parameters on model predictions.
Materials and methods 
Simulation model 
All simulations and data analyses were carried out in R version 3.2.2 – “Fire Safety” [20].  The model used 
for the simulations is a mechanistic, stochastic, individual-based model with discrete time-steps of one day. 
All simulation scenarios were run for 500 iterations, except in the sensitivity analysis, where some 
simulations were run with 100 iterations as explained below in section: ‘Sensitivity analysis’. The model 
consists of two main units, a herd model of a farrow-to-finish pig herd and an epidemic model for LA-MRSA. 
Both are briefly described below and a more detailed description of the full model can be found in 
Sørensen et al., 2017 [18], including a link to the model R-code: https://github.com/anvso/DTU-model. 
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 Herd model 
The model was designed to represent a typical Danish medium-sized farrow-to-finish herd (~ 500 sows, 
annual production:  ~15,400 slaughter pigs). It was assumed that the herd used weekly batch production 
with 100% artificial insemination, and replacement gilts were purchased from other herds. The main 
processes in the model included: insemination, farrowing, slaughter, death/culling, re-insemination and use 
of two-step nurse sows. The farm consisted of five different stable units: the mating unit, the gestation 
unit, the farrowing unit, the weaner unit and the finisher unit. 
Epidemic model 
The epidemic model used for LA-MRSA was an SIS-model with two different infectious stages, since it was 
assumed that a pig could either be susceptible to LA-MRSA, or be an intermittent or persistent shedder of 
LA-MRSA. It was assumed that, as in humans, IS and PS formed two distinct groups [21], and therefore a pig 
could not go directly from being an IS to becoming a PS. Whether a pig became a PS was modelled to 
depend both on host-related factors and the degree of exposure to LA-MRSA. This was implemented by 
only assigning a certain fraction of the pigs the potential to become PS, with a probability of becoming PS 
upon exposure that changed depending on the prevalence within the section where the pig was housed 
being above or below a given limit [18]. The duration of shedding for IS varied from 1-26 days. The routes of 
transmission in the model included: within-pen, between-pen, between-section and between-stable 
transmission [18].  
Interventions simulated 
To allow enough time for LA-MRSA to become established in pigs within all stable units, the interventions 
were not initiated until 180 days after LA-MRSA had been introduced, reflecting the time needed for LA-
MRSA to reach an endemic state. This is a relevant approach to testing interventions that could be useful if 
implemented in the endemic state currently found in Danish pig population. All scenarios were simulated 
with three different sets of transmission rates, referred to as ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’, except the 
scenarios related to reduced antimicrobial consumption, where the high rates were used as a baseline 
before intervention. The ‘low’ set of transmission rates were intended to represent a scenario with no use 
of beta-lactams or tetracyclines (rates based on [5]), whereas ‘high’ transmission represented a situation 
with high antimicrobial consumption (rates based on [5]). The ‘medium’ scenario represented a situation 
between the two extremes (rates were based on averages of ‘low’ and ‘high’) [18]. 
Reduced antimicrobial consumption 
Changes in the antimicrobial consumption patterns, which lead to a decrease in the use of compounds 
selecting for LA-MRSA, are expected to decrease the rate of LA-MRSA transmission between pigs. To 
investigate if it was possible to clear a herd from LA-MRSA by decreasing transmission to a sufficiently low 
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 level, all the transmissions rates used when assuming ‘high’ transmission, were reduced by 10% - 90% in 
steps of 10% each.  
Reduced number of pigs within each section 
In Denmark, it is common for farmers to sell pigs either immediately after weaning (weight ~7 kg) or after 
the nursery phase (weight ~30 kg), and therefore scenarios were specified with reductions in the number of 
pigs in each section within these two age groups, where we assumed that the farmer started selling pigs 
and gradually increased the proportion of every batch sold by 5%-steps every 6th month. The overall 
stocking density within a section was reduced, by either: 1) utilising less of the pens available within the 
section, or 2) reducing the number of pigs within each pen (reduced stocking density). It was assumed that 
a reduction in stocking density also would affect the transmission rate due to decreased contact rate, and 
thus the transmission rates were reduced stepwise with the same relative reduction per step as the relative 
reduction in density.  
Reduced mixing 
In the simulated herd, it was assumed that the farmer was using batch production i.e. in principle all-in/all-
out on the section level. However, animals from different batches might in some cases be mixed. Regularly, 
some sows will be moved from one batch to another, either because of reproductive failure or because of 
being used as nurse sows (foster dams) for piglets born by sows in other batches. In a survey from 2016, 
63% and 52% of the interviewed Danish pig herd owners, who used batch production, had a buffer section 
in their weaner or finisher unit, respectively (S1 table). Therefore, both the weaner and the finisher units 
were assumed to contain a buffer section for slower growing pigs that needed extra time in the unit before 
being ready to be moved to the finisher stable or before being sent for slaughter. It was assumed that the 
leftover pigs in the weaner unit could spend up to three weeks in the buffer section before being moved to 
the finisher unit and that these pigs would therefore be mixed with weaners from other batches. Mixing of 
pigs in the buffer section in the finisher unit was considered to only be of little importance, since pigs will 
not return from the buffer section, but instead be sent directly to slaughter from here. Mixing of pigs from 
different litters is common in Danish pig production herds, where pigs are frequently sorted according to 
size and assigned new pen mates when they are moved from one stable unit to another. In the baseline 
scenario, it was assumed that the pigs were sorted and assigned new pen mates at least twice: first when 
entering the weaner unit, and later when being moved from the weaner to the finisher unit. In practise, this 
was implemented in the model as random mixing at transition. In the present study, reduced mixing was 
simulated in three different ways: 1) No use of buffer sections and thus no possibility of mixing between 
pigs belonging to different batches, 2) No use of buffer stables along with reduced mixing (the pigs in each 
weaner pen were distributed in two pens, when being moved to the finisher unit, and as a result, these pigs 
only received new pen mates once, at entry in the weaner unit, when two litters would be put into one pen 
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 together), 3) Keeping pigs from different litters separated all the way from farrowing and to slaughter. In 
practice, this also meant that the number of pigs within each pen was reduced considerably, because in the 
baseline scenario the maximum number of pigs per pen would be 30 in the weaner unit and 15 in finisher 
unit.  
Improved internal biosecurity 
The effect of increased internal biosecurity was modelled as a reduction in the transmission between 
sections, between stable units or both, and included the extreme cases of no between-section and/or 
between-stable transmission.  
Sensitivity analysis 
Many of the parameters used in the infection model originate from one study [5], and thus are subject to 
considerable uncertainty. In the first part of the sensitivity analysis, the effect of changes in within-pen and 
between-pen transmission rates relative to each other was investigated. This was intended to highlight 
which changes in model parameters that have the biggest impact on the outcome and therefore potential 
focus areas for intervention. Within-pen and between-pen transmission parameters were independently 
scaled from 0.3-1.1 times the baseline value in steps of 0.10, while the other parameters were kept 
constant. In the sensitivity analysis, the variation in these parameters was not included, and therefore 
simulations only required 100 iterations to generate stable estimates. Spread between-section and 
between-stable units were set to a fixed proportion of the between-pen spread, and therefore no separate 
sensitivity analysis was conducted on these. To assess the influence of intervening in one stable unit only, 
the within-pen and between-pen transmission rates were also changed individually in one unit at a time, 
where both rates were scaled with the same factor in each step. 
The presence of pigs persistently shedding LA-MRSA is expected to have a considerable influence on the 
outcome of the intervention scenarios, and therefore the influence of the presence or absence of these 
was assessed in the second part of the sensitivity analysis. The assumptions regarding the probability of 
transmission from sow to offspring on the day of birth might also influence the interventions modelled and 
therefore this parameter was also subjected to sensitivity analysis.  The effect of using values 
corresponding to 0%, 25%, 50 and 75% of the probabilities used in the standard parameterisation was 




Reduced antimicrobial consumption 
The median prevalence within the stable units over time decreased immediately after the reduction in 
transmission rates had been implemented, and then stabilised at a lower level, which depended on the 
proportion of reduction implemented (Fig 1.A-D and S1 Fig). Violin plots were used to illustrate the 
variation in the outcome of different iterations (Fig 1.E-H and S2 Fig). Generally, a bimodal distribution was 
observed with one proportion of the simulated prevalences clustering just above zero, and the more the 
transmission rates were reduced, the more iterations resulted in a prevalence of zero or just above zero 
(Fig 1.E-H and S2 Fig). Complete fade-out of LA-MRSA resulting from the introduced reduction in the 
transmission rate was only observed in the scenarios where the transmission rate was reduced to less than 
30% of the initial level, and still this was a rare event (0.2%, 0.4% and 2.4% of iterations, when the 
transmission rates were reduced to 30%, 20% and 10% of the initial level, respectively (S2 Fig)).  
Reduced number of pigs within each section 
Reducing the number of pigs within each section in either way had only a marginal effect on the 
development in the simulated median prevalence over time, when assuming ‘high’ transmission (Fig 2), 
since a major effect was only observed, when enough time had elapsed for the number of pigs within each 
section to be reduced to level, that probably not will be realistic for farmers (>10% reduction). In the 
scenarios, where ‘low’ or ‘medium’ transmission was assumed, similar results were obtained (S3 Fig). There 
was slightly more effect, when the number of pigs was reduced within each pen and not only the number 
of pens in use within the section. 
Reduced mixing 
With the current parameterisation of the model, no effect was observed in any of the scenarios with 
reduced mixing, no matter if high (Fig 3), medium or low (S4 Fig) transmission was assumed.  
Improved internal biosecurity 
Reducing transmission between sections had no noticeable effect, when LA-MRSA had already become 
established within the herd (Fig 4). However, when ‘low’ transmission rates were used, a small temporary 
drop in the prevalence was observed immediately after intervention when it was assumed that the spread 
between section and between stables had been reduced to 25% of the initial level (S5 Fig). 
Sensitivity analysis 
The mean prevalence values after stabilisation in the five different stable units as well as the overall mean 
prevalence within the herd for different combinations of scaling of the transmission rates for within-pen 
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 transmission and between-pen transmission are illustrated on Fig 5. The proportion of iterations where LA-
MRSA faded out was the same for all units, since following introduction LA-MRSA either faded out in all 
units of the farm or became established within all units. In general, the highest prevalence was observed 
within the farrowing unit and the lowest within the mating unit. The changes in mean prevalence followed 
the same overall pattern within all stable units. 
Gradually changing the parameter values for all transmission rates within one stable unit at a time resulted 
in a gradually changing mean prevalence within the stable unit, where the changes were applied. The 
changes did not markedly influence the mean prevalence in the other stable units, as the prevalence 
consistently remained lowest in the mating unit and highest in the farrowing unit (S6 Fig).  
The influence of our assumptions about the existence of persistent shedders (PS) was assessed by running 
selected scenarios with no PS (S7 Fig). In general, the median prevalence stabilised at a lower level, when 
there was no PS, but only to a lesser degree in the farrowing unit, where there is a constant supply of new 
susceptible piglets and a high sow-to-offspring transmission (S7 Fig. B). The presence of PS in the model 
limited the possible decrease in prevalence following intervention. For reduced mixing and improved 
internal biosecurity, no effect was visible when simulating with the standard parameterisation that 
included the presence of PS, however, when running the scenario, where the pigs were kept together with 
their litter without PS, there was a marginal drop in the median prevalence within the weaner and finisher 
units (S7 Fig. E). When transmission between stables and sections were reduced by 50% in a scenario 
without PS, a small decrease was observed in all units immediately after intervention, except in the 
gestation unit (which is not separated into sections due to loose housing of the sows in larger groups), and 
in the farrowing unit (where sow to offspring transmission quickly generates new MRSA shedders) (S7 Fig. 
F). However, the effect observed was still far too small to be of any practical importance for field 
intervention. 
The assumption regarding transmission from sow to offspring on the day of birth had a considerable 
influence on the prevalence within the farrowing unit (S8 Fig) but did not markedly alter the effect of any of 
the simulated interventions (S9 Fig). 
Discussion 
Reducing the transmission rates after LA-MRSA had become fully established within a herd to simulate a 
reduction in the selective pressure, resulted in a marked decrease in the prevalence within all stable units. 
However, LA-MRSA rarely disappeared completely from the herd and only in scenarios where the 
transmission rates were reduced to ч 30% of the original level. A reduction to ~40% of the original level 
corresponds to the transmission rates observed in a transmission study in the Netherlands, when no beta-
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 lactams or tetracyclines were used [5], but it must be expected that multiple factors related to 
management and the environment would affect transmission, and hence it remains unknown how large a 
reduction would be realistic. It has however been suggested that a reduction in the overall use of 
antimicrobials and especially those agents which co-select for LA-MRSA, might not result in a rapid decline 
in the occurrence of LA-MRSA; the effect will depend on the fitness cost of methicillin resistance for LA-
MRSA and the impact of management and treatment procedures implemented to replace the current 
procedures [4].  Additionally, one could speculate that the high stability of tetracyclines and their ability to 
persist in the environment [22], might play a role.  
In an intervention study of 36 Dutch pig farms, where the antimicrobial use decreased by 44% during the 
18-month study, this decline was associated with a decreasing MRSA prevalence in pigs, despite 
tetracyclines and penicillins remaining the two most used drug types during the study period [9]. The 
observed decrease in prevalence did not occur as fast as those resulting from abrupt reduction of the 
transmission rates as in the present study, where an immediate rather than gradual reduction in the use of 
antimicrobials was assumed. Additionally, we assumed that the use of tetracyclines and penicillins would 
also be reduced. A reduction in transmission could also represent the effect of reducing the concentration 
of LA-MRSA in the air and the environment through for instance use of a disinfectant powder. 
Reducing the number of pigs within each section after LA-MRSA had become established within the herd 
only resulted in marginal changes in the median prevalence within the herd, if the reduction should be kept 
within a range that is assumed to be economically feasible for the farmer (5-10%). These changes could all 
be attributed to the reduction in transmission rate implemented, rather than directly to the reduced 
number of animals within the section or pen. This could be caused by a weakness in the modelling 
approach, since we are not modelling the exposure through the air directly, even though it indirectly is 
included in the transmission rates. For density-dependent transmission, the transmission rates depend on 
the population size, and the estimate of transmission rate decrease with decreasing stocking-density are 
difficult to assess. 
In the present study, no effect of modelling reduced mixing of pigs was observed. An investigation of the 
LA-MRSA status of piglets at the time of intervention, when the prevalence in the herd had stabilized at a 
high level, revealed that most piglets and litters were already LA-MRSA positive. The effect of reduced 
mixing between litters could intuitively not be observed when the majority of piglets were already 
shedders. However, even when applying lower transmission at day-one in the piglets’ life in the sensitivity 
analysis, there was no apparent effect.  
No environmental carryover effect was included in the LA-MRSA model used, i.e. we assumed perfect 
disinfection between batches [18]. We also assumed that LA-MRSA could quite easily be spread between 
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 different compartments on the farm, if internal biosecurity procedures to avoid this were not practiced. LA-
MRSA isolates originating from pig farms have been shown to be able to form robust biofilm under lab 
conditions [23], and thus may be able to survive on equipment for a long time. In the present study, no 
direct effect was observed as all units on the farm had already been contaminated, but this might still be 
important as a preventive measure in situations where LA-MRSA has not been introduced or in relation to 
keeping antimicrobial consumption low. 
From the results of the sensitivity analysis, it became clear that our assumption regarding the existence of 
pigs persistently shedding LA-MRSA had a considerable influence on the results of the simulated 
interventions. The sensitivity analysis also revealed, that our assumption regarding transmission from sow 
to offspring at the day of birth, had a considerable influence on the general prevalence within the farrowing 
unit (S8 Fig), but not much influence on the effect of the simulated interventions (S9 Fig). The association 
between sow LA-MRSA status and the probability of piglets testing LA-MRSA positive have been confirmed 
in several studies [24–26], where the proportion of positive piglets in the days after farrowing were very 
different. We therefore expect the transmission on the day of birth might be dependent on the general 
infectious pressure on the farm, and therefore all the situations included in the sensitivity analysis could 
potentially be of practical relevance. Strongly decreased transmission at the day of birth could also 
represent the use of caesarean sections, as might be used to generate gnotobiotic pigs in nucleus breeding 
herds, e.g. if wanting to start a new LA-MRSA free production [27].  
With the current parameterisation of the model, prevalences were in general highest within the farrowing 
unit, and lowest within the mating unit (S6 Fig), and thus the farrowing unit seems to be the area with the 
most potential for intervention. Also, changes within this unit seemed to have the most effect on the 
prevalence within the other units (S6 Fig). 
When assessing the feasibility of the suggested interventions, practical and economic implications for the 
farmers should be considered, including any effects on health and growth rate of the pigs. Reducing 
antimicrobial consumption might be challenging, but the implementation of herd-specific interventions 
have in some cases been shown to reduce the use of antimicrobials without negative impact on overall 
economic and technical performance [28]. However, both the current antimicrobial consumption patterns 
and the reduction, that is possible to obtain, might of course vary considerable between farms, depending 
on management and current disease problems. 
Also, while no direct effect of reducing the number of pigs within each section, reducing mixing or 
improving internal biosecurity were observed, these might all be important in relation to spread of other 
diseases, and consequently the antimicrobial consumption within the herd. 
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 Preferably, there should be multiple benefits of the interventions, which require an investment from the 
farmer; either these should be a step toward not only reducing the occurrence of LA-MRSA, but also the 
occurrence of antimicrobial resistance in general or other problematic resistant bacteria such as extended-
spectrum beta-lactamase producing bacteria (ESBL) or have a preventive effect on spread of disease within 
the herd in general. Also, it is crucial to obtain more knowledge on how to avoid MRSA being introduced or 
reintroduced in the herd.  
Based on the results obtained from the present simulation study, it is unlikely that a highly contaminated 
farm can clear itself completely from LA-MRSA by only implementing interventions, which decrease 
transmission, e.g. reduced use of antimicrobials and zinc. However, this intervention did result in a marked 
decrease in the within-herd prevalence and might play an important role in preventing LA-MRSA in 
becoming established in a naïve herd. It is also important to keep in mind, that LA-MRSA has been found in 
organic [29] and antimicrobial-free herds [25], albeit much less frequently compared to in conventional 
herds (6% positive Danish organic herds in 2015 vs 68% positive Danish conventional herds in 2014). 
Therefore, while changes in antimicrobial consumption patterns might be an important step towards 
reducing the prevalence of LA-MRSA within a herd, it still needs to be supplemented by other preventive or 
intervention measures. 
The results obtained are subject to uncertainty, due to the limitations of the model and the uncertainty of 
the parameters and the assumptions made. Especially, the assumption regarding PS has a noticeable 
influence on the results. Effects might differ between different farm types contaminated with LA-MRSA at 
different levels and this simulation study highlights a strong need for more knowledge from on-farm trials. 
Conclusions 
Reducing the transmission rates after LA-MRSA had become fully established within a herd, resulted in a 
marked decrease in the prevalence, but LA-MRSA only rarely disappeared completely. So, while changes in 
antimicrobial consumption patterns might be a very important step towards reducing the prevalence of LA-
MRSA within a herd, it still needs to be supplemented by other preventive or intervention measures. 
Slightly reducing the number of pigs within each section, reducing mixing of pigs, or improving internal 
biosecurity after LA-MRSA had become established within the herd only resulted in marginal changes in the 
median prevalence within the herd. However, these factors might be important in situations where LA-
MRSA has not become established within the herd, or in relation to being able to achieve or maintain a low 
level of antimicrobial consumption. 
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 The results of the sensitivity analysis indicated that the assumptions regarding the existence of pigs 
persistently shedding MRSA have a noticeable influence on the model results. The prevalence was in 
general, highest within the farrowing unit, and lowest within the mating unit, and thus the farrowing unit 
might be the area with most potential for intervention. 
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Fig 1. Reduced transmission
Development in the median prevalence after intervention 
Distribution of prevalence outcomes six years after 
Note: Transmission was reduced 180 days after MRSA had been introduced. The percentages refer to the proportion 
of the ‘high’ set of transmission rates, the set of rates used after intervention at day 180 corresponds to.
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Farr = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fini = finisher unit. 
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Fig 2. Reduced density. 
Note: Development in the median number and prevalence of MRSA shedders over time. High transmission.
 Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit.  
The number of pigs within the relevant unit was gradually reduced by 5% every 6th month. 
7 kg pigs/30 kg pigs refer to if the pigs are sold just after weaning (7 kg) or not until they reach approximately 30 
kg, which also is the point, where they normally would be moved from the weaner to the finisher unit.  
-/+ WP reduction refers if the within-pen density has also been reduced, or if some pens are just empty – the 
overall within-room density will be the same in both scenarios. 
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Fig 3. Reduced mixing. 
 
Note: Development in the median prevalence of MRSA shedders over time. High transmission.
Intervention was initiated 180 days after MRSA had been introduced. 
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit.  
No buff = no use of buffer sections.  
Red. Mix = Reduced mixing – two litters are put into one pen together in the weaners unit, instead of random 
mixing of piglets.
Litterwise = weaners and finishers are only sharing pens with pigs from the same litter as themselves. 
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Fig 4. Improved internal biosecurity
Note: Development in the median prevalence of MRSA shedders over time. High transmission.  
Intervention was initiated 180 days after MRSA had been introduced. 
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit.  
Panel B-D illustrates the extreme cases of completely eliminating between compartment transmission, whereas E and F illustrate the
influence of a reduction of the transmission between sections and stables to 25% (E) or 75% of the original value (F). 
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Fig 5. Mean prevalence in the stable units following changes in the within-pen and the 
between-pen transmission rate 
Note: The colour intensity represents the mean prevalence. The proportion of iterations where 
MRSA did not become established has been printed on each square.  
BetaBP = between-pen transmission rate, scaled as indicated.  
BetaWP = within-pen transmission rate, scaled as indicated 
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S1 Fig. Reduced transmission: Development in the median prevalence after intervention
Note: Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit. 
Transmission was reduced 180 days after MRSA had been introduced. The percentages refer to the proportion 
of the ‘high’ set of transmission rates, the set of rates used after 180 days corresponds to.  
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S2 Fig. Reduced transmission: prevalence in the stable units six years after introduction
Note: Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit. Mat = mating unit, Gest = 
Transmission was reduced 180 days after MRSA had been introduced.
The widths of the violin plots illustrate the distribution of 500 iterations. The median prevalence is indicated by white dots. 
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S3 Fig. Reduced density: Low and medium transmission 
Note: Development in the median number and prevalence of MRSA shedders over time (only includes iterations 
where MRSA became established). Intervention was initiated 180 days after MRSA had been introduced. 
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit.  
7 kg pigs/30 kg pigs refer to if the pigs are sold just after weaning (7 kg) or not until they reach approximately 30 
kg, which also is the point, where they normally would be moved from the weaner to the finisher unit.  
-/+ WP (within-pen reduction refers) if the within-pen density has also been reduced, or if some pens are just 
empty; the overall within-room density will be the same in both scenarios.
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S4 Fig. Reduced mixing: Medium and low transmission
Note: Development in the median prevalence of MRSA shedders over time (includes only iterations where MRSA became established).
Intervention was initiated 180 days after MRSA had been introduced. 
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit.  
No buff = no use of buffer sections, Red. Mix = Reduced mixing – two litters are put into one pen together in the weaners unit, instead of 
random mixing of piglets, Litterwise = weaners and finishers are only sharing pens with pigs from the same litter as themselves.
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S5 Fig. Improved internal biosecurity: Low and medium transmission. 
Note: Development in the median prevalence of MRSA shedders over time (includes only iterations where MRSA became established).
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit. 
Intervention was initiated 180 days after MRSA had been introduced. 
Panel B-D and F-H illustrate the influence of a gradual reduction of the transmission between sections and stables from 75% of the original 
value (B and F) to 25% of the original value (D and H).
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S6 Fig. Mean prevalence following changes in transmission within one stable unit at a time.
Note: The colour intensity represents the mean prevalence. The proportions of iterations where 
MRSA did not become established have been printed on each square. Stable units: 1. Mating unit, 
2. Gestation unit, 3. Farrowing unit, 4. Weaner unit, 5. Finisher unit. x = proportion of the Beta
values (transmission parameters) used. Beta values = all relevant transmission parameters applied
within the unit.
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S7 Fig. Sensitivity analysis: Persistent shedders. 
 
Note: Development in the median prevalence of MRSA shedders over time. High transmission.
No persistent shedders from the start of simulation. Intervention was initiated 180 days after MRSA had been introduced.
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit.  
No PS = No existence of persistent shedders, it is assumed that all pigs will become intermittent shedders upon exposure. 
Red. trans = transmission reduced to 40% of the initial level, red. dens = sale of 7 kg pigs and increasing reduction in within pen density. 
Litterwise = weaners and finishers are only sharing pens with pigs from the same litters as themselves.
50% btw. sec. + stab = the transmission between sections and stables reduced by 50%, e.g. through improved biosecurity. 
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S8 Fig. Sensitivity analysis: Transmission on the day of birth. 
Note: Development in the median prevalence of MRSA shedders over time. High transmission and no intervention.
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit.  
Panel A-D illustrate the influence of a gradual reduction of transmission between sow and offspring on the day of birth from 
75% of the original value (B) to 0% of the original value (D). 
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S9 Fig. Sensitivity analysis: Transmission on the day of birth - reduced mixing and increased biosecurity. 
Note: Development in the median prevalence of MRSA shedders over time. Transmission on day one reduced from start of simulation.
Mat = mating unit, Gest = gestation unit, Far = farrowing unit, Wean = weaner unit, Fin = finisher unit.
Panel A-E illustrate the influence of a gradual reduction of transmission between sow and offspring on the day of birth from 75% of the 
original value (A) to 0% of the original value (H), where transmission between sow and offspring on the day of birth is assumed to take 
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Appendix I. Table 1: Transmission from sow to offspring. Summary of transmission studies. Page 1 of 2 
Agegroup Sow to offspring  



















Objective To investigate: 
*The effect of sow status on MRSA status of the
piglets.
* The age at which piglets become colonized
To investigate: 
*The effect of sow status on MRSA status of the
piglets.
*Longitudinal MRSA colonization in piglets
To investigate: 
*The effect of sow status on MRSA status of the
piglets.
* If pigs carry the same SA strain throughout the
production
Study population 48 sows (12 sows at each of 4 farms) + 
10 piglets from each sow (or others if 
littersize<10) 
10 litters at one farm 6 sows + offspring (73 piglets) at one big farm 
included based on sow colonization status:  
2x (nasally pos. + vaginally pos.), 2x (nasally pos. + 
vaginally neg.), 2x (nasally neg. + vaginally neg.) 
Own/foster dam Own dam + 11 extra piglets from other sows Own dam Own dam 
Sample types Nasal (both nares) Nasal Nasal + vaginal 
No. of samplings Approximately 10 9 for sows, 8 for piglets 2 for sows, 7 times for piglets 
Sampling times Piglets: 1h and Day = {1,3,5,7,17} 
On one farm piglets were sampled only three 
times (day 3,7 and 23) 
Piglets: Day={1,3,7,14,21,28,42, 56,70} 
Sows:  
14 d prior to farrowing + at farrowing + same 
times as piglets 
Piglets: Day={2,17,21,45,49,96,100} 
Sows:  
7 days prior to farrowing + 2 days after 












Weaning time 20-27 days 24-28 days 21 days (two diff weaning stages) 
Use of 
antimicrobials 
All the farms (A-D) routinely medicated piglets 
upon entering the growing unit: A + C: 
Promycin and amoxicillin, B: Trimethoprim and 
sulfadiazine, D: Amoxicillin 
No treatment of sows nor piglets In-feed batch treatment as follows: 
Week 3-5: Tilmicosin 1kg/t  
Week 5-7: Trimethoprim/ Sulphadiazine 2 kg/t 
Week 7-14: as above for the first 4 days 
Use of Zinc No data No data No data 
Human handling Fixed route in the stable om farm A&B, not on 
farm C&D 
No data No data (other than the 30 staff members all 



















Yes (wall + floor) No No 
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Appendix I. Table 1: Transmission from sow to offspring. Summary of transmission studies, continued. Page 2 of 2 
Agegroup Sow to offspring 











Two different trends observed: At two farms 
the colonization percentages were high from 
the beginning and finally reached 100%. On the 
other two farms colonization remained low in 
the nursing unit, but increased at the end of 
their stay in the growing unit. Average 
colonization age for piglets: 17.8 days [95% CI: 
15.3-20.2]. Ranged from 0.1 days at farms B 
and C to 46.6 days at farm A.  
*Transmission and high colonization rates
possible in the absence of antimicrobial use.
*Sow status have an effect on piglets’ status:
100% of piglets from pos sows and 84% from
neg. sows were pos. at least once.
*Sig. variations in MRSA colonization in piglets
over time
*Age significantly associated with probability of
colonization
* The authors speculate that inherent
difference in susceptibility to MRSA might exist
*Odds of being SA pos., 12xhigher for piglets born
from nasally positive sows,
*…and even three times higher (than mentioned
above) for piglets born from sows being both
nasally and vaginally positive.
Probability of a 
sow infecting its 
piglets 
Mean predicted probability at various time 
points: 
After 1 h: 
From pos. sows: 0.65 
From neg. sows: 0.26 
After 1 day: 
From pos. sows: 0.75 
From neg. sows: 0.35 
100% of piglets from pos. sows and 84% from 
neg. sows were pos. at least once before 
weaning, but only 1/100 piglets tested pos. on 
day 1.  
Fig 2 shows the predicted probability over time 
At day 2, MRSA only: 
OR=13.037 for piglets from sows being nasally 
pos.+vaginally neg. vs nasally neg.+vaginally neg. 
OR=20.444 for piglets from sows being nasally pos. 
+ vaginally pos. vs nasally neg. +vaginally neg.
Duration of 
carriage 
Too short duration of study to assess this 
(17 or 23 days, depending on the farm) 
No data for individual pigs. Sampling frequency 







No data. The authors suggest that the existence 
of intermittent carriers among the sows could 
be the reason for piglets born by sows tested 
negative being positive 
Data presented on aggregated form. 
Only fig.1+2 to judge from. Potentially max. 
1/100 testing positive at all occasions, but not 
fair to include samplings prior to colonization 
Only one piglet tested positive on all occasions (but 
with different strains). The authors suggest that 
piglets get transiently rather than persistently 
colonized from their dam. 
#: The content of this field need to be interpreted as the overall conclusions in relation to the information needed for building the model in manuscript II, and 
is therefore not necessarily identical with what the authors of the studies have listed as their most important conclusions. 
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Appendix I. Table 2: Transmission between piglets + all. Summary of transmission studies. Page 1 of 2 
Agegroup Piglets All 



















Objective To quantitatively study:  
*The colonization of MRSA
*The co-colonization of MSSA and MRSA
* To investigate the spread of ST398 in nursery
piglets.
*To quantify transmission within pig herds incl.
routes
*To identify factors affecting transmission between
pigs
Study population 8 piglets from a single sow 31 piglets (3 wk old) from 4 litters in the same 
MRSA-free herd 
 2 DK + 4 NL farms: 63 sows + offspring sampled 
during one production cycle 
Own/foster dam - - Own dam
Sample types Nasal Nasal, skin, and swabs of the perineum Nasal, vaginal (sows only), and rectal (newborn 
piglets only) 
No. of samplings 13 (according to M&M, but 14 on fig.1 in 
results section) 
21 samplings 6 samplings 
Sampling times Piglets: 
Day={1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12,13, 15, 17} 




Sows: 7 days prior to farrowing + same times as 
piglets until weaning 
MRSA introduction Nasal inoculation with 3.5 * 108 CFU/ animal 
when 6 days old 
Inoculation with 3*108 CFU in each nare + 
behind each ear with 1.5 * 108 CFU at day 28 ї
















Weaning time Housed in isolators with milking system after 
being delivered by caesarian 
21 days (not completely clear) Not stated, but the sampling 3 wk after farrowing 
is called “just before weaning” 
Use of 
antimicrobials 
No piglets or sows received ab treatment 
during the study period. 
No treatment Recorded for each pen, as yes/no to use of risk 
antimicrobials (Tetracyclines and beta-lactams) for 
at least one pig within the pen. 
Use of Zinc No data No data Used in the 2 DK herds (but all pigs were already 
positive before entering the weaner unit), not in 
the 4 NL herds 
Human handling No data No data No data 
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Agegroup Piglets All 
Reference Verstappen et al., 2014 [180] Crómbe et al., 2012 [41] Broens et al., 2012a [112] 
Parallel air samples No No No











*Nasal colonization succesfull in all piglets with
stable numbers of S. aureus between 104-106
CFU.
*MSSA and MRSA were able to co-colonize.
*R0 between 3.92 and 52.54 in the three
experimental groups.
*The authors suggest that: “…a pen housing a
MRSA negative piglets will upon introduction of
a MRSA positive animal become a “dynamic
system” of interacting reservoirs, regardless of
whether the entities of the system are truly
colonized or not.
* Rapid increase in prevalence after weaning in
one herd, despite no use of risk antimicrobials
*R0 varied between 3.7 and 4.3 and was
significantly above 1, indicating a high probability
of persistence of LA- MRSA,





Many different rates listed, depending on if DK, NL 
or DK+NL, post- or pre-weaning, with/or without 
use of antimicrobials and the infection pressure in 
the surroundings (pigs in neighboring pens + env. 
swabs). 
Probability of a 
sow infecting its 
piglets 
- - After 3 days: 
NL herds: 84% from pos. sows and 48% from neg. 
DK herds:78% from pos. sows and 73% from neg. 
Duration of 
carriage 
Persistent colonization throughout the duration 
of the experiment (2 weeks) 
3 parallel groups: 
Mean(SD, median, min-max, n) in days: 
1) 13.00
(10.53, 15, 1-25, 15)
2) 3.44
(2.99, 2, 1-13, 32)
3) 19.53
(11.45, 13, 5-39, 15)
17.4 days from Broens et al., 2012a, were used 
when calculating R0’s. No new data (too long 





Persistent colonization throughout the duration 
of the experiment (2 weeks) 
It is assumed that all pigs are intermittent 
carriers (SIS-model).  
No individual pig data reported, and the interval 
between samplings are probably too big for data to 
be useful for this 
#: The content of this field need to be interpreted as the overall conclusions in relation to the information needed for building the model in manuscript II, and 
is therefore not necessarily identical with what the authors of the studies have listed as their most important conclusions. 
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Agegroup Weaners 



















Objective To investigate: 
*Kinetics of colonization, host susceptibility and
transmissibility for ST398, ST8 or ST9
*Transmission to uninoculated pigs.
To investigate: 




*Quantify transmission btw. pigs (based on
transmission between 1st and 2nd contact pigs)
Study population 57 weaned piglets from 10 litters 12 weaners (8 wk old) from an SPF farm Ex.1: 5 female weaners (6 wk old) from a 
conventional MRSA negative farm 
Ex.2: 15 castrated male pigs (6 wk old) 
Own/foster dam - - -
Sample types Nasal, skin, faecal, conjunctiva and organs Nasal, faecal Ex.1: Nasal, rectal and vaginal 
Ex. 2: Nasal and rectal 
No. of samplings 9 or more depending on group 8 samplings Ex. 1: 22 samplings Ex. 2: 19 samplings 
Sampling times 5 piglets were sacrified at day 3 p.i, the rest on 
day 21 and tested on day 1,2,3,7,10,14,17 and 
21) except the sentinel group (6 inoculated + 6
non-ino.), which was sacrified on day 42 p.i.
Every second day in the interval 0-14 Sampling twice a week in both experiments (but 
seems to be more samplings in the tables) 
MRSA introduction Nasal inoculation with 5.0*108 CFU/animal Nasal inoculation with 2*104 CFU/animal Ex. 1: Nasal inoculation with 108 CFU in each nare 
(Ex. 1) (2 wk after inoculation with 108 CFU MSSA 
in each nare). 












Weaning time - - - 
Use of 
antimicrobials 
No information (but it is stated that no pigs 
showed clinical signs of infection during the 
experiment) 
No treatment during the experiment No treatment during the experiment 
Use of Zinc No data No data No data 
Human handling All staff was neg. during the exp. Disinfection 
and complete change of clothing required 
before entering a pen 
The 5 persons handling the pigs wore 
protective gloves, goggles and masks. All neg. 
before and after the experimental trial 
No data 
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Appendix I. Table 3: Transmission between weaners. Summary of transmission studies. Page 2 of 2 
Agegroup Weaners 
Reference Szabó et al., 2012 [46] Jouy et al., 2011 [45] Broens et al., 2012a [121] 
Parallel air samples Yes, exhaust and supply air in air shafts No  No 











*Low dose led to transmission between pigs.
*Faecal execretion not needed for env.
contamination.
*The authors conclude that the min. inocul.
dose needed for pers.colonization seems to be
not <108 CFU per animal (based on this and
other studies)
*R0= 3.7-4.3 for direct con tact btw. Pigs (within
pen transmission)
*Duration of infection: Under the assumption that
all pigs are intermittent carriers mean duration of
infection = 17.4 (a pig defined as pos after one pos
test) or 10.3 days (a pig defined as pos when
testing pos at two consecutive samplings).
*MRSA conc seems to decrease initially after which
it increases and then stabilizes, which might
indicate that environmental transmission does play
a role
Transmission rates - - Scenario 1 (defined as pos after one pos test): 
ɴ = 0.42 (95% CI: 0.25-0.66) 
Scenario 2 (defined as pos when testing pos at two 
consecutive samplings): 
ɴсϬ͘Ϯϭ;ϵϱй/͗Ϭ͘ϭϮ-0.38) 
Probability of a 





Not estimated (Total sampling period probably 
a bit too short) 
Only 2/12 pigs tested positive at two 
consecutive samplings 2 days apart (but low 
dose inoculation) 
Scenario 1: 10.3 days (SD=7.7; median=7.5, min-
max=1-26, n=24) 
Scenario 2: 17.4 days (SD=7.9; median=18, min-
max: 6-29, n=15) 






- No persistent carriers (but low dose 
inoculation) 
Not mentioned in the text. But based on table 2: 
Two of the five 2nd contact pigs tested positive at 
all occasions (day 37,41,48,51,55,58,62) once they 
had been contaminated (exposed since day 15) 
#: The content of this field need to be interpreted as the overall conclusions in relation to the information needed for building the model in manuscript II, and 
is therefore not necessarily identical with what the authors of the studies have listed as their most important conclusions. 
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Appendix II – Questionnaire 
MRSA spørgeskema (in Danish)
A.Generelle oplysninger: Kode:
1. CHR nr:












Produktionstype Ja Nej Hvis Ja, specificér venligst
4. Har du specialproduktion? (f.eks. UK, Øko) Type:
5. Er besætningen en SPF besætning? Rød:       Blå:       Grøn: 
Besætningsstørrelse (kun dyr på det CHR nr, hvor der er udtaget prøver)
6. Antal slagtesvin/år
(årsleverance):
7. Antal årssøer i besætningen: 8. Årlig produktion af smågrise:
9. Race/krydsning:
(for smågrise/slagtesvin)
LYD: ____ %,      LYDH:  ____  %,    LYH:  ____  %,    LYY:   ____  %, 
Andet: ____ %
Indkøb af svin Fra hvor mange besætninger indenfordet seneste år
10. Smågrise (7-30 kg)




B.Kontakt til andre dyr
14. Er der andre husdyr end svin på CHR-nummeret? Ja:  Nej: Kommentar
Hvis
Ja:
15. Hvilke? (sæt et eller
flere krydser)
Kvæg: Hest: Mink: Får/ged: Fjerkræ: Andet (nævn dyreart):
Hvor tæt anslår du at 
besætningens svin er 
på nærmeste…  
(i km):
16. Spredning af gylle eller gødning fra
andre besætninger?
17. Heste 18. Svin på fold
(hvis =< 5 km)
Hund Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar




20. Besætningsområder med svin?
21. Oplagret halm, andet stibundsmateriale eller
hø?
22. Oplagret svinefoder?
Kat Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar
23. Er der tamme/vilde katte på ejendommen?
Hvis Ja: 24. Er der tale om staldkatte/(SPF katte), deraldrig kommer ud af staldene?
Hvis Nej i 24: 
Har katte 
adgang til:
25. Besætningsområder med svin?
26. Oplagret halm, andet stibundsmateriale
eller hø?
27. Oplagret svinefoder?




28. Besætningsområder med svin?
29. Oplagret halm, andet stibundsmateriale eller
hø?
30. Oplagret svinefoder?
Gnavere (mus/rotter) Type Lille Nogen Stor Meget stor Usikker Kommentar





Hvem står for gnaverbekæmpelsen i besætningen (sæt kryds)?
32. Det gør vi selv: 33. Kommune/Region: 34. Firma (kontrakt): 35. Pt. intet behov for bekæmpelse:
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C.Søer (Hvis besætningen ikke har søer, gå til spørgsmål E, side 205)
C1. Opstaldning – Drægtighedsstald 
36. Hvor gammel er din drægtighedsstald? Antal år: 
37. Hvilken gulvtype anvendes til drægtige søer? Drænet gulv: Delvist spaltegulv: Fast gulv:
Andet: Kommentar:
38. Hvilken strøelse anvendes der i
drægtighedsstalden?
Ingen: Halm i begrænset mængde:
Halm som dybstrøelse: Spåner: Andet:
39. Hvor mange m2 er der pr. so på INDENDØRS
arealet? <2: 2-2,5: >2,5:
Kommentar
Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar
40. Er drægtighedsstalden sektioneret? Nej: Vaskemure: Fuldsektionering:
Hvis Ja: 41. Hvor mange drægtige søer er der pr. sektion? Typisk:             Min:       Max:
42. Bruger du konsekvent holddrift i drægtighedsstalden (rengøring til
gødnings-frit niveau mellem alle hold)?
Hvis Ja: 43. Betyder dette at dyr aldrig flyttes ml. holdene? Altid : For det meste: 
Et par flytninger pr. hold:   
44. Bruger du desinfektionsmiddel  i forbindelse med rengøring?
Hvis Ja: 45. Hvordan gør du? (her tænkes på form(gas/væske/pulver) og procedure)
46. Tørrer du drægtighedsstalden ud inden indsætning af nye dyr
(hvidtør)?
Hvis Ja: 47. Hvor lang tomperiode/tid til udtørring har du ml.holdene (i dg.)? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
48. Hvor mange drægtige søer har du i hver sti? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
49. Har du syge-/aflastningsstier inde i selve drægtighedsstalden?
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C2. Opstaldning – Farestald 
50. Hvor gammel er din farestald? Antal år: 
51. Hvilken gulvtype anvendes til diegivende søer? Fuldspaltegulv: Delvist spaltegulv: Fast gulv:
Drænet gulv: Andet: Kommentar:
52. Hvilken strøelse anvendes der i farestalden? Ingen: Halm i begrænset mængde:
Halm som dybstrøelse: Spåner: Andet: 
53. Hvor mange m2 er der pr. so på INDENDØRS
arealet? <2: 2-2,5: >2,5:
Kommentar
Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar
54. Er farestalden sektioneret? Nej: Vaskemure: 
Fuldsektionering: 
Hvis Ja: 55. Hvor mange diegivende søer er der pr. sektion? Typisk:             Min:       Max:
56. Bruger du konsekvent holddrift i farestalden (rengøring til
gødnings-frit niveau mellem alle hold)?
Hvis Ja: 57. Betyder dette at dyr aldrig flyttes ml. holdene? Altid : For det meste: 
Et par flytninger pr. hold:   
58. Bruger du desinfektionsmiddel efter rengøring?
Hvis Ja: 59. Hvordan gør du? (her tænkes på form (gas/væske/pulver)og procedure)
60. Tørrer du farestalden ud inden indsætning af nye dyr (hvidtør)?
Hvis Ja: 61. Hvor lang tomperiode/tid til udtørring har du ml.holdene (i dg.)? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
62. Har du syge-/aflastningsstier inde i selve farestalden?
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C3. Fodring – Drægtige søer 
Ja Andelaf søer Nej Usikker Kommentar
63. Bruger du pelleteret færdigfoder til drægtige
søer? %
64. Bruger du hjemmeblandet foder til drægtige
søer? %
Hvis Ja: 65. Bruger du færdigt tilskudsfoder? %
66. Bruger du tør- eller vådfodring til drægtige




67. Har drægtige søer adgang til halm andet end
som stibunds- eller rodemateriale? %
C4. Fodring – Diegivende søer
Ja Andelaf søer Nej Usikker Kommentar
68. Bruger du pelleteret færdigfoder til diegivende
søer? %
69. Bruger du hjemmeblandet foder til diegivende
søer? %
Hvis Ja: 70. Bruger du færdigt tilskudsfoder? %
71. Bruger du tør- eller vådfodring til diegivende
søer? Tørfodring:           Vådfodring:
Ja Andelaf søer Nej Usikker Kommentar
72. Har diegivende søer adgang til halm andet end
som stibunds- eller rodemateriale? %
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D.So-insemination og pattegrise
73. Benyttes der orne eller KS? (angiv andel) Orne: ___%      KS: ___% Kommentar
Ved KS: 74. Har søerne trynekontakt med ornefør insemination? Ja: Nej:
Hvordan håndteres store kuld pattegrise: Ja Nej Af og til Kommentar
75. Bruger du ammesøer?
Hvis Ja: 
76. Et- eller to-trins ammesøer eller
andet system?
Et: To: Andet: Specificer:
77. Til hvilke pattegrise? Overskydende De største       De mindste 
Andet             Hvis andet, beskriv:
78. Hvordan opstaldes ammesøerne? Alle ammesøerne samles i en separat sektion 
Sammen med det hold, hvis afkom de ammer 
Andet , specificér venligst:
79. Bruger du kuldudjævning?
Hvis Ja:    
Hvornår? Kun indenfor 1-2 døgn efter faring 
Flere gange , typisk: ____________________________
80. Andet? Beskriv:






82. Pattegrisenes vægt ved fravænning Typisk:  kg
Min:
    kg
Max:
    kg
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E.Smågrise/klimagrise (fravænnede grise 7-30 kg)
E1. Opstaldning – Smågrise
83. Hvor gammel er din smågrisestald? Antal år:
84. Hvilken gulvtype anvendes til smågrisene? Drænet gulv: Delvist spaltegulv: Fast gulv:
Andet: Kommentar:
85. Hvilken type strøelse anvendes der i
smågrisestalden?
Ingen: Halm i begrænset mængde:
Halm som dybstrøelse: Spåner: Andet: 
86. Hvor mange m2 er der pr. gris på INDENDØRS
arealet? <0,5: 0,5:
Kommentar
Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar
87. Er smågrisestalden sektioneret? Nej: Fuldsektionering: Vaskemure: 
Hvis Ja: 88. Hvor mange smågrise er der pr. sektion? Typisk:             Min:       Max:
89. Hvor mange smågrise er der pr. sti? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
90. Har smågrisene mulighed for trynekontakt mellem stierne?
91. Bruger du konsekvent holddrift i smågrisestalden (rengøring til
gødnings-frit niveau mellem alle hold)?
Hvis Ja: 92. Betyder dette at dyr aldrig flyttes ml. holdene? Altid : For det meste: 
Typisk et par flytninger pr. hold:   
93. Bruger du desinfektionsmiddel efter rengøring?
Hvis Ja: 94. Hvordan gør du? (her tænkes på form (gas/væske/pulver)og procedure)
95. Tørrer du smågrisestalden ud inden indsætning af nye dyr
(hvidtør)?
Hvis Ja: 96. Hvor lang tomperiode/tid til udtørring har du ml.holdene (i dg.)? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
97. Har du syge-/aflastningsstier inde i selve smågrisestalden?
98. Størrelsessorteres smågrisene i tidsrummet ml. placering i sti ved
ankomst til smågrisestalden og salg/afgang til slagtesvinestalden?
Hvis Ja: 99. Hvor mange gange? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
100. Passerer smågrisene igennem afsnit med yngre svin, når de
sælges/overflyttes til ung-/slagtesvinestalden?
Ja: Nej: Af og til: Kommentar:
101. Hvordan håndterer du restgrise, der ikke er klar til at blive
solgt eller overflyttet?
Bruger bufferstald:           %
Sendes til videre uanset størrelse:        % 
Flyttes til efterfølgende hold:           %
Andet: specificér:              % 
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E2. Fodring – Smågrise
Ja Andelaf svin Nej Usikker Kommentar
102. Bruger du pelleteret færdigfoder til
smågrisene? %
103. Bruger du hjemmeblandet foder til
smågrisene? %
Hvis Ja: 104. Bruger du færdigt tilskudsfoder? %
105. Bruger du tør- eller vådfodring til
smågrisene? Tørfodring:           Vådfodring:  




107. Har smågrise adgang til halm andet end
som stibunds- eller rodemateriale? %
F. Ungsvin (ca. 30-45 kg)
108. Går ungsvinene separat? Ja: Nej: Usikker: Kommentar
Hvis Nej, gå til spørgsmål G.
F1. Opstaldning – Ungsvin 
109. Hvor gammel er din ungsvinestald? Antal år:
110. Hvilken gulvtype anvendes til
ungsvinene?
Drænet gulv: Delvist spaltegulv: Fast gulv:
Andet: Kommentar:
111. Hvilken type strøelse anvendes der i
ungsvinestalden?
Ingen: Halm i begrænset mængde:
Halm som dybstrøelse: Spåner: Andet: 
112. Hvor mange m2 er der pr. ungsvin på
INDENDØRS arealet? <0,5: 0,5-0,75: >0,75:
Kommentar
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Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar
113. Er ungsvinestalden sektioneret? Nej: Vaskemure: 
Fuldsektionering: 
Hvis Ja: 114. Hvor mange ungsvin er der pr. sektion? Typisk: Min:       Max:
115. Hvor mange ungsvin er der pr. sti? Typisk:          Min:       Max:
116. Har ungsvinene mulighed for trynekontakt mellem stierne?
117. Bruger du konsekvent holddrift i ungsvinestalden (rengøring til
gødnings-frit niveau mellem alle hold)?
Hvis Ja: 118. Betyder dette at dyr aldrig flyttes ml. holdene? Altid : For det meste: 
Typisk et par flytninger pr. hold:   
119. Bruger du desinfektionsmiddel efter rengøring?
Hvis Ja: 120. Hvordan gør du? (her tænkes på form(gas/væske/pulver) og procedure)
121. Tørrer du ungsvinestalden ud inden indsætning af nye dyr
(hvidtør)?
Hvis Ja: 122. Hvor lang tomperiode/tid til udtørring har du ml.holdene (i dg.)? Typisk:          Min:       Max:
123. Har du syge-/aflastningsstier inde i selve ungsvinestalden?
124. Størrelsessorteres ungsvinene i tidsrummet ml. placering i sti
ved ankomst til ungsvinestalden og flytning til slagtesvinestalden?
Hvis Ja: 125. Hvor mange gange? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
126. Passerer ungsvinene igennem afsnit med yngre svin, når de
overføres til slagtesvinestalden?
Ja: Nej: Af og til: Kommentar:
127. Hvordan håndterer du restgrise, der ikke er klar til at blive
solgt eller overflyttet?
Bruger bufferstald:           %
Sendes til videre uanset størrelse:        % 
Flyttes til efterfølgende hold:           %
Andet: specificér:              % 
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G. Slagtesvin (evt. + ungsvin >30 kg)
G1. Opstaldning – Slagtesvin (evt. + ungsvin)
128. Hvor gammel er din slagtesvinestald? Antal år:
129. Hvilken gulvtype anvendes til slagtesvin? Drænet gulv: Delvist spaltegulv: Fast gulv:
Andet: Kommentar:
130. Hvilken type strøelse anvendes der i
slagtesvinestalden?
Ingen: Halm i begrænset mængde:
Halm som dybstrøelse: Spåner: Andet: 
131. Hvor mange m2 er der pr. slagtesvin på
INDENDØRS arealet? <0,75: 0,75-1: 1:
Kommentar
Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar
132. Er slagtesvinestalden sektioneret? Nej: Vaskemure: 
Fuldsektionering: 
Hvis Ja: 133. Hvor mange slagtesvin er der pr. sektion? Typisk:             Min:       Max:
134. Hvor mange slagtesvin er der pr. sti? Typisk:          Min:       Max:
135. Har slagtesvinene mulighed for trynekontakt mellem stierne?
136. Bruger du konsekvent holddrift i slagtesvinestalden (rengøring
til gødnings-frit niveau mellem alle hold)?
Hvis Ja: 137. Betyder dette at dyr aldrig flyttes ml. holdene? Altid : For det meste: 
Typisk et par flytninger pr. hold:   
138. Bruger du desinfektionsmiddel i forbindelse med rengøring?
Hvis Ja: 139. Hvordan gør du? (her tænkes på form(gas/væske/pulver) og procedure)
140. Tørrer du slagtesvinestalden ud inden indsætning af nye dyr
(hvidtør)?
Hvis Ja: 141. Hvor lang tomperiode/tid til udtørring har du ml.holdene (i dg.)? Typisk:          Min:       Max:
142. Har du syge-/aflastningsstier inde i selve slagtesvinestalden?
143. Størrelsessorteres slagtesvinene i tidsrummet ml. placering i sti
ved ankomst til slagtesvinestalden og afsendelse til slagtning?
Hvis Ja: 144. Hvor mange gange? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
14x. Passerer slagtesvinene igennem afsnit med yngre svin, når de 
afsendes til slagtning?
Ja: Nej: Af og til: 
145. Hvad gør du med
restgrise? (ca. andele)
Bruger bufferstald: %        Sendes til slagtning uanset størrelse: %
Flyttes til efterfølgende hold: % Andet:  %, specificér:
Fodring af ungsvin og slagtesvin 
Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar
146. Får ungsvin og slagtesvin det samme
foder?
Hvis Ja: gå til spørgsmål G3, side 11, Hvis Nej: fortsæt med spørgsmål G2
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G2. Fodring – Ungsvin (30-45 kg) 
Ja Andelaf svin Nej Usikker Kommentar
147. Bruger du pelleteret færdigfoder til
ungsvinene? %
148. Bruger du hjemmeblandet foder til
ungsvinene? %
Hvis Ja: 149. Bruger du færdigt tilskudsfoder? %
150. Bruger du tør- eller vådfodring til
ungsvinene? Tørfodring:           Vådfodring:  




152. Har ungsvin adgang til halm andet end som
stibunds- eller rodemateriale? %
Fodring af slagtesvin 
G3. Alm. Fodring – Slagtesvin (over 45 kg) 
Ja Andelaf svin Nej Usikker Kommentar
153. Bruger du pelleteret færdigfoder til
slagtesvinene? %
154. Bruger du hjemmeblandet foder til
slagtesvinene? %
Hvis Ja: 155. Bruger du færdigt tilskudsfoder? %
156. Bruger du tør- eller vådfodring til
slagtesvinene? Tørfodring:           Vådfodring:  




158. Har slagtesvin adgang til halm andet end
som stibunds- eller rodemateriale? %
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H. Fælles arealer og udstyr
Ja Nej Ej relevant Kommentar
159. Har du en karantænestald til nye grise?
Hvis Ja: 160. Hvor længe opholder denyindkøbte grise sig der (i uger)? Typisk:          Min:           Max:
161. Har du dedikeret udstyr til hver stald ?
(fodtøj, skovl etc)
Hvis Ja: 162. Er tilhørsforhold tydeligtmarkeret?
163. Rengøres gangene efter flytning af svin?
Hvis Ja: 164. Hvordan fortages dette? Der… fejes støvsuges vaskes af andet 
165. Genbruges kanyler/medicinsk udstyr etc?
Hvis Ja:
166. Til alle i samme kuld/boks?
167. Til alle i samme sektion?
168. Til alle i samme aldersgruppe?
169. Er bad påkrævet før adgang til
besætningen?
170. Er bad påkrævet når besætningen
forlades?
Ja Nej Nogle gange Kommentar
171. Køres svinene til slagtning i egen vogn?
Hvis Nej: 172. Har chaufføren af vognen
adgang til stalden?
173. Står der typisk svin i vognen i
forvejen, når den ankommer?
174. Hvilke krav stiller du til bilen? Tom: Vasket og desinficeret: Andet: 
175. Har i udleveringsrum?
Hvis Ja: 176. Holdes udleveringsrummet helt




Ja Nej Ej relevant Kommentar
177. Har du samme type ventilation i alle stalde?
Hvis Nej: 178. De følgende spørgsmål besvares
for den stald, hvor MRSA prøverne
blev udtaget. Angiv om dette var i:
Slagtesvinestalden Smågrisestalden 
Andet , specificér: 
179. Er alle ventilations ind- og udtag lukket tæt
til under eventuelle tomperioder efter at
rengøring er afsluttet?
180. Hvilke(n) type(r ) luftindtag er der i
stalden?
Undertryksanlæg  med diffust luftindtag
Undertryksanlæg med ventiler         
Ligetryksanlæg               Overtryksanlæg
Naturlig                Andet
Hvis andet, specificer:
181. Hvilke(n) type(r ) luftudtag er der i
stalden?
Luftudtag i loft         Luftudtag i gulv  
Naturlig        
Andet, specificer:
182. Har du overbrusningsanlæg?
Hvis Ja: 183. Hvilken type? Højtryksanlæg               Lavtryksanlæg         
184. Er der iværksat støvreducerende tiltag i
stalden?
Hvis Ja: 185. Hvad er der installeret?
Olieudsprøjtningsanlæg Ioniseringsanlæg 
Elektrostatisk filter        
Afskærmning ved foderudløb/fodervogn            
Støv separator påsat halmsnitter       
Andet, beskriv:
J. Gylle og gødning
Ja Nej Ej relevant Kommentar
186. Omrøres der i besætningens gylletank?
187. Behandles gyllen?
Hvis Ja: 188. Hvordan? Syretilsætning Andet , specificer:
189. Hvor stor er besætningens gylletank (m3)? Ca.                 m3
190. Hvor lang tid ligger gyllen i gennemsnit før
udbringning? Typisk:          Min:             Max:
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K.Medarbejdere og besøgende
191. Har du indgået sundhedsrådgivningsaftale? Ja: Nej: 
192. Hvor tit kommer dyrlægen i besætningen? Hver . dag
193. Navn på klinikken og dyrlægen: Klinik:
Veterinær(er):
194. Er det den samme dyrlæge, der kommer hver gang Ja: Nej: 
195. Hvad er det gennemsnitlige antal besøgende pr. md, inkl.
håndværkere?
Antal: _____ Kommentar
196. Hvor mange personer arbejder i besætningen? Antal: _____  
197. Arbejder nogen af disse med andre dyr? Ja: Nej: 
Hvis Ja:
198. Med hvilke dyrearter? Specificér:
199. På dette CHR nr? Ja: Nej:
200. På et tilknyttet CHR nr (multisite/grisering)? Ja: Nej:
201. Benytter du udenlandsk arbejdskraft? Ja: Nej:
202. Arbejder det samme personale med alle aldersgrupper af
svin? Ja: Nej:
203. Benyttes der en fast arbejdsgang i staldene? (de yngste
svin og mest modtagelige håndteres først) Ja: Nej:
204. (Det er OK, hvis de ikke ønsker at svare på dette)
Er nogen af medarbejderne i besætningen testet for MRSA? Ja: Nej:
Hvis Ja:
205. Er nogen af disse testet positive? Ja: Nej:
206. Har nogen af disse haft behandlingskrævende
MRSA relateret sygdom (inkl. hudproblemer etc)? Ja: Nej:
L.Behandlingsstrategi
Besætningsejeren gøres opmærksom på forholdene omkring anonymitet 
Ja Nej Nogle gange Kommentar
207. Bruger du zink og kobber til dine dyr (udover indhold i
færdigfoder)?
Zink Kobber 
Ingen af delene 
Hvis Ja: 208. På hvilken form? Dyrlægeordineret tilskud
Tilsætning til hjemmeblandet foder
209. Hvor ofte benyttes dette? Fast brug til en aldersgruppe            
Ved behov           
Hvis benyttes 
ved behov:
210. Hvornår igangsætter du tilskud? Beskriv:
Når du behandler
med antibiotika:
211. Hvilken aldersgruppe og vægtklasse er det så typisk?
212. Behandles der typisk på sektion,
sti eller individ niveau?
Sektion: Sti: Individ:




214. Er der anvendt probiotika (gavnlige bakterie-kulturer)
eller andre alternative midler eller ikke-receptpligtig
medicin til behandling/forebyggelse det sidste år?
Ja Nej Usikker Kommentar
Hvis 
Ja:
215. Hvilket middel? 216. Mod hvilken
lidelse?
217. Hos hvilke aldersgrupper




218. Gør du noget for sundhed eller smitteforebyggelse i besætningen, som vi ikke har spurgt om?
M. Afsluttende spørgsmål
219. Må vi evt. kontakte dig igen på et senere
tidspunkt?
Ja: Nej: Kommentar
220. Hvis ja: Hvad er det bedste tidspunkt og tlf.nr.?
Tidspunkt:                                         Tlf:   Evt. Email:
TAK FOR HJÆLPEN! 
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